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I. Introduction

A. Background

a. Deafness and learning

Deafness is a handicap of communication. .The

. person in whom deafness is prelingual, experiendes :

tremendous difficulties in developing language skills.

This person has become deaf before learning to utter

and comprehend the spoken word. If he has remnants

of hearing, the probability of his developing com-

munication skill of a high order is increased.

Nevertheless, the communication handicap cannot be

totally eradicated.

Ineffective communication skills have a major

effect on learning. Information which we gain

through the auditory process must come to the deaf

person through another channel. A premium must be

placed on vision. Manual communication and lip-

reading are two substitutes for sound. However,

they remain less than totally efficient substitutes

even for the most adept.

In recognition of the special learning needs

of the deaf child,. specialized educational services

have been available for 150 years in this country.

Approximately 30,000 deaf children throughout the

country are being serviced in special schools and

classes for the deaf. Teachers receive extensive

training, much of it underwritten by the Federal

Government, to acquire the skills necessary to'

teach the deaf child effectively.
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Educators of the deaf hold to the ideal of total

habilitation of the deaf child, to give him the skills

necessary for complete absorption into the social and

economic mainstream. The fact remains, however, that

relatively few deaf persons are totally absorbed. The

extent of absorption is restricted to a level.dictated

by degree of skill in communication.

Extensive research is currently being conducted to

provide improvement in the area of communication. New

techniques for accelerating speech development are be-

ing devised and tested. The fields of otology and au-

diology are making substantial contributions. Alternative

methods of communication such as fingerspelling are be-

ing tested, and genera], teaching methods are being re-

fined. However, no major breakthrough is imminent.

Awareness of the need for establishing communica-

tion skills in deaf children forces educators to focus

much of their attention on speech, lipreading, reading,

and writing skills, particularly during the first few

years of the deaf child's formal learning period. As

the child becomes older, greater attention is given

to the substantive areas of the curriculum. Those who

make unusually good progrcss may be encouraged to trans-

fob to hearing programs. More often, however, deaf

students continue to receive specialized instruction

until graduation. Most of those who display an aptitude
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for higher education are encouraged to attend Gallaudet

College, a liberal arts institution for the deaf.

Some achieve apparent success in predominantly hear-

ing colleges.

Because of a restrictive educational achievement

level, higher education is beyond the reach of most

deaf students. For most of these students graduation

from the school for the deaf represents a termination

of their formal education. They seek employment im-

mediately.

b. Vocational education

In an effort to provide terminal vocational skills,

most schools for the deaf in the nineteenth century

established vocational education as an adjunct to their

academic program. Printing, shoerepair, tailoring,

barbering and other such skills have long been favored

because of the apparent success of many deaf persons

in these fields.

Many educators of the deaf today are becoming

concerned about the feasibility of providing terminal

vocational training in the school for the deaf. Some,

for example, now refer to what was once termed "voca-

tional" as "prevocational".

The present concern of many has its basis in the

following:
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1. Can a single school for the deaf maintain

a comprehensive vocational education program for the

relatively few adolescent students among its. popula-

tion?

2. Can a single school for the deaf continue in

the future to provide up-to-date training for the in-

creasingly complex job skills being demanded by employ-

ers?

3. Could the time devoted to the vocational educa-

tion of the 17 and 18 year old student be profitably

used to provide academic instruction and improved com-

munication skills?

These questions are not unique to educators of the

deaf. Public educators have been forced to come to

grips with these questions also. Vocational schools

have emerged as a consequence. It may be that in

these schools, there lies a model for the vocational

education of the deaf.

c. Origins of this investigation

This investigation had as its immediate origin an

institute which met in Stowe, Vermont, in September,

1961. The Institute on the Rehabilitation of the

Deaf and Hard of Hearing was cosponsored by the Univer-

sity of Vermont and the Office of Vocational Rehabilita-

tion.(1) A survey of occupational conditions among the

deaf in New England was first proposed at that time.

(1) Now Vocational Rehabilitation Administration



The feasibility of establishing a regional technical

and vocational school for. the 6eaf was also. (4scussed.

This Institute led to a second meeting in Hartford,

Connecticut in June, 1962. A committee, comprised of

representatives of five New England states, met for the

explicit purpose of discussing the need for a regional

vocational high school in the New England area. At

that time it was estimated that approximately 150 students

graduate from or drop out of the ten schools for the

deaf in New England each year without extending their

education. It was contended that there ought to be a

vocational program for these students and those al-

ready graduated who could profit from retraining.

The following statements were formulated by this

committee:

1. that there exits a need for the collection

of more information on the training and employment of

the deaf in New England.

2. that the directors of vocational rehabilitation

and of schools for the deaf in New England meet to dis-

cuss the pertinent issues in depth and arrive at a

decision with regard to possibilities for interstate

cooperation in meeting the employment needs of deaf

adults.

3. that the feasibility of a regional vocational

school for the deaf be further investigated.
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Schools for the deaf in New England tradition-

ally have cooperated closely. Each of the six states

makes provisions for assuming costs for a student to

attend an out-of-state school if the needs of the

student warrant such a placement. Such cooperation

is highly desirable because of the distribution of

the population.

Four of the six New England states each have

populations of less than one million persons. Of

the ten schools for the deaf serving New England,

only two have student populations in excess of 200.

Three schools have populations of less than 100

students. The mean number of studonts per school is

156. In view of the relatively small population in

each school, most of the schools are unable to main-

tain a comprehensive vocational program. They depend

upon schools for the deaf so equipped, or other out-

side services, to offer such training. This was a

major precipitating factor to this investigation.

New England's economy is greatly diversified.

Lower New England is heavily industrialized while

the northern area is primarily agricultural. The

range of employment opportunities is extensive.

It was recognized at the outset of this inves-

tigation that the results of study of the occupation-

al status of deaf adults in New England suggest, but



cannot be generalized to, a national pattern. For

this reason, a second investigation in the south-

west region of the United States was welcomed. This

second investigation, currently being conducted, is

a replication of the New England study, drawing

from a different geographic and economic region.

Conclusions drawn from these two regions should

produce generalized information on the occupational

status of the deaf nationally, and from this informa-

tion it should be possible to recommend a course of

action to guarantee the nation's deaf appropriate

vocational preparation.

B. Problem

There is considerable empirical evidence to sug-

gest that the deaf tend to be underemployed, to be

employed in positions below their basic aptitude

level. Most directors of schools for the deaf make

an effort to remain informed of the status of grad-

uates of their schools. Many graduates, in spite of

all the training resources of the school, appear to

be placed in relatively unremunerative and unchal-

lenging occupations. This is a several-faceted

problem.

First, are the deaf in fact underemployed? By

what standards can it be determined whether they are

employed in positions below their aptitude level?
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A number of variables must be considered. Should

level of communication skill, for example, be

considered in the assessment of aptitude?

Second, if the hypothesis of underemployment

is confirmed, why is this so? Is it because schools

have not remained current in their vocational educa-

tion curriculum? This opens other problems such as

school financing and the rationale for schools for

the deaf being committed to terminal vocational

education. Is the problem basically one of place-

ment? Is it a sociological problem produced by grad-

uates returning to small towns where opportunities

are often less than in the large city?

Third, if underemployment among the deaf is

prevalent, how can it be eradicated? Should schools

for the deaf be given greater financial support to

improve their vocational education program? Should

students be encouraged to continue training in public

school programs? Should vocational programs for the

deaf be established on a large regional basis? Should

vocational rehabilitation agencies be encouraged to

assume a greater responsibility for the training of

young deaf people?

It is obvious that all these questions centering

on the occupational status of deaf adults cannot be
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answered through a single investigation. Indeed,

many are seemingly unresovable through research

alone. As with all behavioral research, no

conclusions will stand for the entire population.

C. Purpose

The general purpose of this investigation was

to study the occupational status and opportunities

for young deaf adults in New England. Current

occupational conditions for the deaf would be de-

scribed and related to vocational aspirations,

aptitude, and training.

Through direct contact with parents, teachers,

employers, and deaf students and employees, the need

and demand for increased vocational education for

the deaf would be determined. The investigation

would address itself to determining whether

further vocational preparation would enhance the

vocational opportunities of the deaf.

Several alternatives for preparing the deaf

vocationally would be investigated, and the

feasibility of establishing a regional technical-

vocational training center for the deaf in

particular would be studied.

D. Objectives

This investigation focused on four major

objectives. These were to determine:
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1. the current occupational status of, and

general employment conditions for, young deaf

adults in New England.

2. the current formal vocational prepara-

tion of young deaf adults.

3. the vocational aspirations, aptitudes,

and opportunities of young deaf adults.

4. the need and demand awe-' young deag

adultc: for a r-ogional tuchnicalgorocational tren'ng

c-inter for yours deaf adults as a =an4 fz.t increasing

emploroent ccoortVhities.

E. Review of literature

a. Develo ment of vocational education in schools

for the deaf.

"The high honor of establish-
ing the first schools in the
country where any persistent
attempt was made to teach
trades, belongs to the insti-
tution for the deaf. But,
though we began first, I hard-
ly think we are keeping abreast
of those who started later in
the race."

The above statement was made by F. D. Clarke

in a paper on technical education which was present-

ed at a meeting of the Eleventh Convention of

Instructors of the Deaf in 1886. Vocational

education has been of central interest to educators

of the deaf since the inception of formal education
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of the deaf in Argerica early in the nineteenth

century.

A healthy dissatisfaction with vocational

programs in schools for the deaf has existed since

that time as evidenced by literally hundreds of

articles on the subject which have appeared in the

American Annals of the Deaf and other publications.

The Annals began reporting vocations taught in

.American Schools for the Deaf in 1975. In that year,

a total of 14 trades were being taught.

These were:

baking
bookbinding
broom making
cabinet making
carpentry
chair making
coopery

dressmaking
gardening
painting and glazing
printing
sewing
shoemaking
tailoring

The Annals reported that as of October, 1963, 36

vocations were being taught in 67 public residen-

tial schools for the deaf. The following list

indicates the 36 vocations and the number of schools

including each in their curriculum:

agriculture (3)
commercial (47)
clothing and
related art (60)
foods and related
science (60)
barbering (10)
commercial art (10)
cosmetology (20)
drafting (23)

laundering (21)
leatherwork (29)
masonry (4)
metal work (17)
painting and decorating
photo-engraving (1)
power machine
oeration (26)
sign painting
and lettering (3)
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library management (5)
photography (15)
automobile driver
training (26)
auto mechanics (10)
baking (17)
cleaning and presks-
ing (18)
dressmaking (43)
electrical
Servicing (3)
graphib arts (46)
ironing pl)
welding 2)

tailoring (8)
upholstering (27)
woodworking (61)
shoerepairing (6)
horticulture (3)
offset printing, printing,
lithograph, linotype (12)

arts and crafts, fine
arts (6)
janitorial (1)
'clock repair (1)

It is apparent. that of the above offerings,

numerous have limited vocational application. The

Annals does not report the number of clock hours

given to training in each area.

b. Occupational status of the deaf

The criterion for the success of a vocational

education program must be the occupational level

of its graduates., Numerous studies have been conducted

of the occupational level of deaf adults.

In the Seventieth Annual Report,1886, cf the

American Asylum, (now The American School for the

Deaf), J. Williams reported conducting an inquiry

into the employment of the graduates of that school.

He was successful in locating 368 employed men and

54 employed women. Among the men, he found 70

farmers, 27 shoe factory operatives, 21 mill opera-

tives, 20 shoe-makers, 20 mechanics, 17 carpenters,

and 15 teachers, over half the graduates selecting
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these seven vocations. The prevailing employment for

women was as a mill operative, 27 women being so

employed. Williams noted that the wages of the

422 employed men and women were consistent with

the general wages in New England. It is apparent

that in 1886, most deaf students could be success-

fully prepared within the school setting for direct

employment.

In a major survey conducted by the National

Research Council (1924), 29 schools for the deaf

were sampled with regard to the vocational educa-

tion of their students and occupations followed

by their graduates. The prevailing occupations

reported at that time were printing, carpentry,

farming, shoe repairing, and dressmaking. Most

of the schools reported that between 50 and 60%

of their graduates entered occupations for which

they had been trained in school. The reason given

by most administrations for selection of parti-

cular vocational offerings was because these

appeared to be best adapted to the deaf. However,

others admitted that some of their vocational offer-

ings had become obsolete. Only one of the 29 schools

reported cooperation with local and state rehabilita-

tion and employment agencies in seeking placement
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for students. Two schools employed placement

workers. The remaining 26 schools reported no

system by which graduates were helped to find

suitable employment.

A. G. Norris (1931) surveyed the graduates of

the Missouri School for the deaf and found only a

third of its graduates to be employed in occupations

for which they had been trained.

Among the more recent investigations of the

occupational conditions for the deaf are those of

Lunde and Bigman (1959), and Rosenstein and Lerman

(1963).

Lunde and Bigman based their findings on a

sample of over 10,000 deaf men and women. Among

the men, 10 % reported no training, 40 % training

in the printing trades, 20 % in carpentry, 15 % in

shoemaking, and 10 % in woodworking, cabinet making,

and baking. Of the women, 15 % had been taught

clerical skills, while others had learned sewing,

cooking and domestic science. The percentage of

those who received vocational training in a particu-

lar area but who have never applied this training

vocationally varies among men from 50 96 in printing

to approximately 8o % in carpentry. For women

the percentage varies from 60 % in clerical work to

over 90 % in cooking and domestic science.
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Those fields in which deaf males receive

training and in which thby tend to find and hold

employment are printing, tailoring and shoemak-

ing. On the other hand, only 30 % of those who

receive professional training find and hold

professional positions.

Rosenstein and Lerman (1963) interviewed

121 deaf employed women who had received training

at the Lexington School for the Deaf, New York City.

Asked about their source of skills needed for their

present positions, 25 % indicated no specific

skills were required, 12 % indicated their necessary

training had been received in the school for the

deaf, 15 % indicated other schools (mainly business

schools), and 10 % indicated they had received on-

the-job training. 36 % indicated they had acquired

the necessary skills through similar experience on

previous jobs.

In a study of the occupational status of

Wisconsin's deaf population, Dunn (1957) found only

39 % of the employed adults in a sample of 866 were

employed in positions which drew on previous voca-

tional training.

In summary, it appears thatthe extent of

utilization of training in vocational education
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programs in schools for the deaf by the employed

deaf is relatively low except for a few select

trades. The school for the deaf in offering a lim-

ited range of vocational educational experiences

can no longer expect to train most of, its students

for the occupations in which they will by choice

or expediency be engaged.

One method of assessing occupational conditions

of a population is in terms of salary.

Lunde and Bigman (1959) reported a median

income of $3,4650 among the deaf, considerably

above the national median income of $2,818. This

was a remarkable finding but, as acknowledged by

the investigators, reflected a nonrepresentative

sample of the deaf population. Rosenstein and

Lerman (1963) reported mean annual incomes for

the female graduates of the Lexington School for

the Deaf to be approximately $3,050. No compar-

ative data on a hearing sample were reported. Dunn

(1957) reported the median annual wage of the

deaf of Wisconsin to be $3,380 compared with a

median annual wage for all workers in manufactur-

ing industries in the same state of approximately

$4,500. It should be noted that the salaries of

the deaf were drawn from various occupations, in-

cluding those which were of a non-manufacturing
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nature. The validity of the comparison must there-

fore be questioned. It is also noteworthy that

those who had completed training in skilled trades

reported a median gross weekly wage of $80, compareS

with $50 for those with no specialized training.

However, the group without specialized training may

have included more women than the group with special-

ized training.

It must be concluded that results of efforts

to assess the occupational status of the deaf in

terms of their salaries compared with those of the

hearing population are not definitive.

Two of the major problems in assessing the

occupational status of the deaf are:

1. The problems involved in selecting a

truly comparable hearing sample.

2. Determining the aptitude of the deaf, i.e.,

is it realistic to disregard the impact to deafness

on communication and educational achievement?

c. proposals for upgrading the vocational education
the deaf

Several proposals have been made for the up-

grading of the vocational education of the deaf.

In general these have been:

16 improvement of the quality of ongoing pro-

grams in schools for the deaf.
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2. establishment of a national institute or

an extension of the curriculum of Gallaudet

College (a liberal arts college for the deaf) to

include technical instruction for the deaf.

3. establishment of technical-vocational

programs in separate regional centers for the deaf.

4. absorption of the deaf into technical-

vocational programs designed for the normal

hearing or handicapped.

There is abundant literature on the subject

of upgrading vocational education programs in

schools for the deaf. J. S. Morrison (1920)

presented a paper on the occasion of the Eleventh

Conference of Superintendents and Principals of

American Schools for the Deaf. Among other rec-

ommendations, he suggested (a) dropping from the

curriculum training in those trades growing ob-

solete, (b) emphasize use of the machine rather

than the hand, (c) concentrate on intensive efforts

in a few trades, (d) add trades for which there is

a growing demand, (e) foster a closer coordination

of shop and classroom, (f) greater concern for

placement.

Many educators continue to make these

recommendations half a century later.

Morrison (1920) also urged:

"Add to the national College for the Deaf
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more industrial teaching, with
the idea of giving more tech-
nical training than is possible
in the state or other schools.
Let it in great measure set the
standard of attainment for the
deaf along industrial as well
as academic and scientific
lines (p.223)."

Gallaudet College historically has resisted

the incorporation Of technical education into its

prograM, maintaining that its focus should remain

wiihin'the liberal arts. By the same token, the

'administration'of the College has expressed its

support of a separate national centerwhere the

deaf might be provided a technical education.

Such a proposaligas made in 1888 by D.S.

Rogers, a teacher in the South Carolina School for

the Deaf. Rogers (1888) recommended a national

polytechnic institute for the deaf. The author

suggested that the deaf require more special

preparation than the hearing and that adequate

preparation often cannot be given directly by

the local school for the deaf.

0. Underhill (1934) proposed the establish-

ment of a trade school to serve the deaf of North

Carolina. Be rejected the feasibility of send-

ing the deaf to trade schools for hearing students,

stating: "A great majority of our deaf boys and

girls cannot be benefited by attending these

schools because of the wide difference in methods
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H. Barnes (1940 a, 1940 b) proposed the

separation of the academic and vocational ed-

ucation of deaf students by tha creatao:dn cf

cooperative job training centers for the deaf.

These centers would be located in urban areas

and provide opportunities for vocational educa-

tion both within such a center and under super-

vised employment conditions. Barnes also proposed

the establishment of a National School of Trades,

Agriculture, and Vocational Training for the Deaf,

for students of approximately 18 years and older.

It should be noted that such a proposed school,

unlike the proposed polytechnic school, would be

nonprofessional in character,

A fourth proposal concerns the absorption of

the deaf vocational trainee into programs for the

rehabilitation of handicapped persons. These

programs generally fall under the supervision of

state rehabilitation agencies. Several such pro-

grams are currently being supported under demonstra-

tion grants of the Vocational Rehabilitation

Administration. In addition, some educators

support integration into public vocational pro-

grams.

The four general proposals, notably (a) improve-
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for the deaf, (b) establishment of a technical

institute for the deaf, (c) the establishment of

regional centers, and (d) absorption of the deaf

into regular ot special programs for the handi-

capped, are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, all

four may be in order to provide optimally forthe in-

dividual training needs of the deaf.

This investigation gives particular attention

to the feasibility of establishing regional

technical-vocational training centers for the

deaf. The interest in this proposal centers on

several premises:

1. that the typical deaf student cannot be

provided both a satisfactory academic education

and terminal vocational skills by the age at which

he normally graduates from a schoolflor the deaf.

2. that in view of the relatively small

student population of a school for the deaf, the

vocational education curriculum must be limited;

but by establishing regional centers, the appro-

priate students of several states might be brought

together under a comprehensive, financially feasible

system.

4. that most students, because of limited educa-

tional attainment, are incapable of successfully

completing a program in an advanced polytechnical

center.
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5. that because of the implications of the

communication handicap and the need for highly

specialized methods of instruction, most students

would receive greater profit from training in a

center specially equipped to serve the deaf than

in a center serving the nonhandicapped or other-

wise handicapped.
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I/. Procedure

A. Overview of procedure

The population of this investigation

consisted of two groups: juniors and seniors in

nine New England schools for the deaf, and former

students graduating or dropping out of these nine

schools between 1957 and 1963 inclusive.

Advisory and Planning Committees were formed to

assist in the conduct of the investigation by

reviewing the design and expediting the collection

of data. Members of the Advisory Committee repre-

sented education of the deaf, rehabilitation, the

deaf community and industry. Members of the Planning

Committee represented all the schools for the deaf

in New England. Through correspondence and public

presentations, the investigators informed the deaf

adults of New England of the purpose and method

of conduct of the investigation. This was done

to assure cooperation.

Information would be collected on the occupa

tional status of the deaf, their vocational

preparation, their vocational aspirations, aptitudes

and opportunities, and the demand for a regional

technical vocational training center for young

deaf adults. In order to expedite the collection

of such information, several forms were developed,

field tested, and revised.
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These were: an interview schedule for young deaf

adults, an interview schedule for the immediate

supervisors of young deaf employees, a question-

naire for the heads of predominantly hearing'

schools attended by one or more deaf students, and

a form for the descriptiOn of the vocational ed-

ucation program in schools for the deaf. In

addition, preparations were made for the admin-

isttation of the General Aptitude.Test Battery.

Four skilled interviewers were recruited and

familiarized with the project and the interview

schedules.

The 177 juniors and seniors in nine New England

Schools for the deaf were individually interviewed

(Appendix A), and their parents were sent question-

naires (Appendix C). The General Aptitude Test

Battery was administered to 44 of these students.

The parents of 354 young deaf adults who had

departed from the nine New England schools for the

deaf between 1957 and 1963 were sent questionnaires

(Appendix C). Those who did not respond were fol-

lowed up by telephone. The four interviewers inter-

viewed 101 of their deaf sons and daughters who were

found to be employed (Appendix A). Their immediate

supervisors (Appendix B) were also interviewed, as

were several unemployed (Appendix A, plus supple-

mentary information).

a
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A questionnaire (Appendix D) was sent to

the principals of 39 hearing programs which have

accepted one or more former students of schools

for the deaf into their programs. A form (Appendix(

E) was also sent to the heads of nine New England

schools for the deaf requesting information on the

extent of their vocational education curriculum.

Where possible, data collected from the above

sources were coded for tabulation and reporting;

however, anecdotal data were also collected.

Upon the completion of the collection of data,

the Advisory Committee met to assist in the pre-

paration of the Conclusions of this report. The

Planning Committee met to discuss implications of

the findings for the deaf student in New England.

B, Population and sample

a. Population

The population with which this investigation

was concerned consisted of two groups:

1. juniors and seniors in schools for the

deaf in New England. Most of this group within one

year-would be joining the labor force. Any postgrad-

uate vocational education program must draw from this

group,

2. former students who had graduated from,

or after age 16 dropped out of, the schools for

the deaf in New England between 1957 and 1963 in-
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elusive. For ease of reporting, all these former stu-

dents will be considered graduates. Members of this

group would have had varying periods of employ-

ment ranging up to seven years, and would have

experienced a wide range of employment experiences.

Table I describes nine of the ten schools for

the deaf in New England. Students and graduates of

the tenth school were not included in the investi-

gation because this school does not expect to grad-

uate its first class until 1965.

Table 1. Schools for the deaf from which sam le was

selected

Schools for the Deaf

American School
Mystic Oral School
Governor Baxter
State School
Horace Mann School
Clarke School
Beverly School
Boston School
The. Austine School
Rhode Island School

Total

State Pop Al)

Conn._ 375
Conn. 148

.."

Maine 135
Mass. 92
Mass. 174
Mass. 97
Mass. 247
Vermont 85
R. I. 122

1475

DayRes.(2)
Residential
Residential

Residential
Day
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential

2
January, 1964 (American Annals of the Deaf)
The residential school is one in which most

students are accomodated overnight; the day school
is one to which students commute from home daily.

The population of these schools, 1475, re-

presents 4.8 percent of the total deaf student

population in programs for the deaf nationally

which is reported to be 30,577. (Am. Ann. Deaf,

Jan. 1964).
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Table 2 reveals the number of juniors and

seniors enrolled in the nine above schools for the

deaf, and the number who graduated from these same

schools retroactive to 1957. Comprehensive lists

of these students were prepared by each of the nine

schools.

Table 2. Students expectedto graduate in 1964 and
19655 and graduates, 1957 to 1963, of nine schools.

Year Male Female Total

1965 (Juniors) 54 39 93

1964 (Seniors) 44 40 04

1963 49 33 82

1962 52 52 2:4

1961 51 29 30

1960 53 42 95

1959 45 36 81

1950 20 31 51

1957 39 29 68

Total, 9 years TM Trr 7717

Attention is drawn to the fact that numerous

dropouts may have been omitted from the original lists

because of the difficulties in identifying these drop-

outs as far removed as 1957. Few dropouts were noted

on the lists returned by each school for the deaf.

It .is noted that the number of males exceeds the

number of females for eight of the nine years. This is

consistent with the ratio of males to females nation-

ally. The mean number of students graduating was
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.b. Sample

As was earlier indicated, the sample consis-

ted of two groups, current students and former students

of schools for the deaf. These two groups were kept

intact because the data to be collected from the two

differed considerably.

Current students---Information would be collec-

ted on the entire population of juniors and seniors

as of April, 1964. This group consisted of 177 stu-

dents as indicated in table 2.

The mean age of the 98 males in this group

was 17 years, 9 months, with an age range from 15

years, 5 months to 21 years, 6 months. The mean

age of the 79 females was 17 years, 9 months, with

an age range from 14 years, 2 months to 21 years,

9 months.

Graduates---A stratified random sample of

students departing between 1957 and 1963 was taken.

A table of random numbers was used to select

approximately two-thirds of the population for a

gross sample. This sample was stratified with

regard to school attended and sex. Graduates who

had since leftthe New England area were deleted

from the sample.

Table 3 shows the distribution of the gross

sample of graduates according to year of departure
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from the school for the deaf.

Table 3. Cross sample of graduates of schools for
TETIdeaf.

Year. of departure Male

1963 34

1962 34

1961 30

1960 32

1959 25

1968 14

1957 23
Total 192 Imo

Percentage of total
population 62.1% 64.3% 63.1%

It should be noted that table 3 represents a

gross sample. It is obvious that, unlike current

students whose attendance at a school for the deaf

guarantees that they can be located, the investi-

gators could not locate the entire sample of gra-

duates. Many would have unknown addresses and some

would be uncooperative. This is true of any survey

which uses a controlled sampling technique. The

final sample is described under "Results".

C. Preparations for collection of data

a. Advisors' and Plannin7 Co7nittees

1. Advisory C ommittee--Representatives of

various fields interested in vocational education

for the deaf were invited to serve as members of an

advisory committee (see Acknowledgments). The

Female Total_gross sample

23 57

32 66

. 17 47

30 62

19 44

20 34

21 44
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Advisory Committee represented rehabilitation on

state, regional, and national levels, education

of the deaf, the deaf community, and industry.

The Advisory Committee met twice, once prior'

to the diia collection phase of the investigation,

and once after. The Committee reviewed the ori-

ginal objectives and design, recommending certain

modifications in the oricinal design. These recom-

mendations prompted the investigators to make seve-

ral revisions in the procedure.

2. Planning Gommittee---The director of each

of the schools for the deaf in New England was

invited to serve as a member of a planning commit-

tee (see Acknowledgments). All the schools were

represented, and all ihdicited their full support

of the investigation.

This Committee met twice, prior to, and after

the data collection phase. During the initial

meeting, the* inVedtioation was' discussed in depth

and arrangements made for students and records' to
"

be made available to the investigators. Further

assistance'was provided by the CoMmittee.ih sug-

ge.stin7 persons who would later becOme'intervieWeri.

b. Inforv?tion tibcut. the investition Ene.land

Manydeaf adults and'parents ofde.a:f stud'ehts

had indivi6ally asserted that a need exjsted for

such an investigation as that proposed.' However,
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it was most important that as many deaf adults

and parents of deaf persons as possible be informed

of the purpose and general procedure of the inves-

tigation. Their assistance would be vital.

The investigators addressed organizations of

the deaf and parent groups on several occasions.

It was discovered that several had been misinformed

and expressed some opposition. Clarification of the

investigation produced their support. Every known

club of the deaf in New England was written, and

their presidents were asked to inform their member-

ship of the project.

Successful conduct of the investigation

would require the cooperation of several hundred

deaf persons and parents. In the information which

was presented to these persons, considerable care

was taken to avoid influencing them except to

support the investigation.

c. Information to be collected

The following information directly relevant

to the current occupational status of, and F,eneral

employment conditions for, young deaf adults would

be collected:

1, occupational status, whether a student,

employed, housewife, or otherwise unemployed.

2. marital status.

3. number and type of positions held to date.
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4. description of current occupation, salary,

and how particular job was found.

5. productivity of the employed young deaf

adult.

6. attitude of the immediate supervisor

toward the employed young deaf adult.

7. extent to which employee's job performance

is influenced by deafness.

8. if unemployed, whether this unemployment is

chronic; whether the unemployed withdrew from school

before graduation; why, if formerly employed, he

left his last job; whether he is actively seeking

employment now; whether he is a client of a voca-

tional rehabilitation agency; the parents' reaction

to this unemployment.

Among information to be collected on the

vocational preparation of young deaf adults would

be:

1. description of vocational education

programs in schools for the deaf.

2. number of graduates who continued as

students in other schools after graduation from

school for the deaf.

3. for the above young adults, courses

taken, and whether these students graduated.

4. general performance of students in

hearing programs.
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5. academic and social acceptability of

deaf students in hearing. programs.

6. level of training required before employed

adults were accepted for present job.

7..training offered employed adults by their

employers.

Information was collected on the vocational

aspirations, aptitudes, and opportunities for

young deaf adults through attention to:

1. satisfaction of employed adult with his

present position.

2. long-term vocational aspirations of young

deaf adults.

3. Vocational aspirations of parents for their

deaf son or daughter.

4. Opportunities for advancement with and

without further training, as indicated by employer.

5. Vocational aptitude as indicated by per-

formance on the General Aptitude Test Battery.

The following information was sought to

determine the demand among the deaf and their parents

for a regional technical-vocational training center

for young deaf adults:

1. whether additional vocational education

will be necessary to satisfy vocational aspi-

rations.

2, whether students and employed young deaf
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tional school, finances being no deterrent.

3. preference, if any, for attendik7, school

with deaf or hearing peers, and reasons.

4. approval-disapproval of concept of tech-

nical-vocational training center for young deaf

adults by young deaf adults and their parents,

and reasons.

5. whether young deaf adults would wish to

attend and whether they would be.encouraoed by

parents to attend, such a center.

d. Development of instruments

Two interview schedules were developed, one

for administration to young deaf adults (students,

employed, and unemployed), and one for adminis-

tration to the immediate supervisors of young deaf

employees. A questionnaire was developed for

parents of young deaf adults (current and former

students).

A form was developed to be sent to the heads

of other than deaf schools where it was known

that deaf students were or had been in attendance.

A form was prepared for the directors of schools

for the deaf. This form requested information on

the extent of their vocational education curriculum.

1. Interview schedule for young deaf adults-
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--This schedule sought information directly from

young deaf adults. It was designed to be answered

by both current and former students. The original

schedule was developed, field tested on 25 deaf

persons, and revised to its final form (Appendix

A). This schedule contained six sections:

i vital information

ii occupational status

iii job satisfaction and communication

iv economic status

v aspirations

vi students (to be asked of students only)

2. Interview schedule for employers--,This

schedule sought information directly from the

immediate supervisors of young deaf employees.

Like the schedule for young deaf adults, it was

field tested and revised (Appendix 13).

The schedule dealt with six topics:

i general information

ii current occupational status of employee

iii training

iv communication

v productivity

vi attitude of immediate supervisor

3. Questionnaire for parents---Considerable

care was taken in the wording of this question-

naire (Appendix C) since, unlike the interview
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schedules, it could not be interpreted directly to

the respondents. The questionnaires would be

mailed to the parents. Several guidelines were

written for the parents and a letter prepared to

accompany the questionnaire.

This questionnaire dealt with four topics:

i general information

ii occupational status of son or daughter

iii training

iv vocational-technical schools

v other children (for comparative purposes)

4. Questionnaire for heads of hearing

schools---A ten point questionnaire was developed

to be sent to the heads of hearing schools cur-

rently or formerly attended by deaf students

(Appendix D). This questionnaire was concerned

with the type of program in which the student was

enrolled, general performance of the student, and

-

his social acceptance.

5. Form for heads of schools for the deaf- -

-A form was prepared to be sent to the heads of the

nine participating schools for the deaf (Appendix

E). This form was concerned with the extent of

the vocational education program in each school.

e. General Aptitude Test Battery

With the assistance of the Connecticut State

Director of Vocational Rehabilitation, a meeting
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was held with the Director and other officials of

the Connecticut Employment Service to arrange the

administration of the General Aptitude Test Battery

to the junior and senior students of the two Con-

necticut schools for the deaf.

f. Recruitment and training of interviewers

With the assistance of the Planning Commit-

tee, four interviewers were recruited to interview

young deaf employees and unemployed, and employers.

Three of the four were trained teachers of the deaf.

The fourth was a man who has worked extensively

with deaf adults. All were male, all had command

of manual communication, and three of the four were

hearing. The fourth had remarkable oral communi-

cation skill.

All four were informed of the purpose and

procedures of the investigation. All were made

thoroughly familiar with the interview schedules

for young deaf adults and employers. The need

for the systematic and objective conduct of inter-

views was stressed.

In two of the four instances, the inter-

viewers observed several interviews in proFress

in an employment setting.

D. Collection of data

a. Current students and parents

The junior and senior students in nine New



England schools for the deaf, 177 in total, were

individually interviewed in their school settings

by one of the investigators. Information from

each interview was recorded on the interview

schedule for young deaf adults (Appendix A).

Following these interviews, letters and

questionnaires (Appendix C) were sent to the parents

of each of the 177 students. The letters presented

to the parents a brief statement of the importance

of returning the completed endlosed questionnaire.

A stamped, self-addressed envelope was enclosed in

the package to facilitate the return of the ques-

tionnaires. Of the 177 sent out to parents, 112

completed questionnaires were returned. This was

a substantial return, representing 63% of those

sent out.

The juniors and seniors of the two Connec-

ticut schools for the deaf were administered the

General Aptitude Test Battery. This Battery was

administered by officials of the Connecticut State

Employment Service to 44 students in the two

school settings.

b. Parents of graduates

As was stated under the heading "Population

and sample", a gross sample of 354 graduates of

schools for the deaf was selected for investiga-

tion. The investigators had been given the last
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known address of these graduates and their parents

by the participating schools. However, these ad-

dresses were up to seven years old..

Letters and questionnaires (Appendix C) were'

sent out to parents at the last known addresses of

the 354 graduates. 137 questionnaires were

returned completed. This figure represented 39%

of those sent out: The return of these question-

nailles was important for two reasons: (a) for the

information sought on the questionnaires themselves,

(b) to locate the former deaf students' present

working and home addresses.

In order to locate the addresses and to deter-

mine the occupational status of as many graduates

as possible, i.e., employed, unemployed, graduate

students, housewives, etc., an effort was made to

follow up on every parent who had not responded

by questionnaire. Within a three week period, 99

additional parents were successfully reached by

telephone. Through these two sources, question-

naire and telephone communication, the occupa-

tional status of a total of 236 graduates was

determined. This figure represented 66% of the

original gross sample of graduates. A break-

down of this figure is presented later in the

report.
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c. Deaf emplaces and their supervisors

Of the 236 former students located, 124 were

employed at the time of the collection of data.

Of this number, 10 were found to be employed out-

side New England.

It was considered a breach of ethics to

require that an employee be interviewed against

his wishes. Accordingly, each employee was sent

a letter at his home address. .This letter briefly

stated the purpose of the interview, assured him of

the confidentiality of the interview and provided

him with the opportunity to dissent. Only two

indicated an unwillingness to be interviewed.

In addition, a letter was sent, to the employer

(head of a small business, personnel department of

a large business). This letter briefly outlined

the purpose of the proposed interviews with the

deaf employee and his, immediate supervisor, and

requested that an hour be made available for the

interviews. This letter also indicated that an

interviewer would be telephoning to arrange an

appointment. Although unsolicited, many employers

wrote the investigators to indicate their coopera-

tion and support of the project. None of the

employers indicated an unwillingness to cooperate,

even though the interviews would be given on the

employerls time. In several instances, it was
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necessary for the interviewers to be cleared for

security purposes, before entering defense plants.

The four interviewers interviewed 101 young,

deaf employees and 101 immediate superviiors (the.

remaining employees could not be contacted because

of illness, or having been discharged before they

could be interviewed). No employee was deleted

because of remoteness of his employment. Inter-

viewers travelled approximately 10,000 miles to

reach all.

d. Unemployed deaf adults

A relatively large number of unemployed young

deaf adults were found. This number totalled 25.

Unlike deaf employees and their parents, many of the

unemployed were reluctant to be interviewed.

However, it was possible to interview five in their

homes (Appendix A, plus supplementary information).

e. Graduate students in hearing programs

A total of 72 former students of schools for

the deaf were found to be in college, in academic

high school, in technical-vocational schools, and

commercial schools. In addition many of those who

were interviewed as employees had attended hearing

.educational programs since graduating from the

school for the deaf. Questionnaires (Appendix D)

were sent to the principals of 27 such hearing

educational programs with deaf students currently
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merly had served deaf students. It was not feasible

to send questionnaires to the schools of all 72

current deaf students because most were not located

until after the end of the academic year. Princi-

pals returned 32 completed questionnaires.

f. Other information

In order to ascertain the number of deaf stu-

dents in public vocational school programs since

1957, the Divisions of Vocational Education

of the six New England states were contacted. Re-

quested were listings of all public vocational or

technical schools. 92 such schools were listed.

Each of the 92 schools was written with a request

for' information on all deaf students in atten-

dance since 1957* 70 schools replied.

Finally, the nine participating schools for

the deaf in New England were asked to provide

information on their vocational education pro-

grams (Appendix E).

E. Treatment of data

Much of the data could be coded for tabu-

lation and reporting. However, considerable

anecdotal data were also collected. Little of the

data lent to statistical treatment, Tests of

significance were conducted on the results of the

administration of the G.A.T.B.
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A final meeting of the Advisory Committee

was held after the data had been fully collected

and analysed. This Committee assisted in pre-

paring the Conclusions of this report.

A final meeting of the Planning Committee

was held for the purpose of discussing the find..

ings from the investigation. Implications of the

findings for the deaf student in New England were

discussed in depth.
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III. Results-Status of young deaf adults

A. Current status of former students

Of the gross sample of 354 former students,

contact was made with 236 (66%). It is obvious th&t

the findings would have been strengthened if data

could have been collected on the full gross sample.

It was the opinion of the investigators .that a rea-

sonably representative sample remained and that the

additional time involved in locating more was not

warranted. However, it is likely that proportion-

ately more of those who could not be located would

be unemployed or marginally employed since many of

these young deaf adults reside in rural, somewhat

isolated areas. Table 4 indicates the number of

graduates of schools for the deaf who were located

according to the year of their departure from the

school, and the percentage of the gross sample se-

lected, again according to year of departure.

Table 4. Number of raduates of schools for thAdeat
WEI67(w7ifi-loTate

Graduated(1)Gross sample(2)Number located percent of

57 44 77%
66 46 70%
47 SO 64%
62 44 71%
44 28 64%
34 17 50%
44 27 62%

236 (131 males,
105 females)

1963
1962
1961
1960
1959
1958
1957

Total

cl?from school for deaf
4!see table 3.
0;for particulftr year of, graduation
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Table 5 reveals the distribution of the 236

graduates of schools for the deaf in terms of their

current employment status.

Table 5. Employment status of graduates of school for

Graduated Em lo e Unemployed Student (2) Other(3)

o. 1)mo. %(1)No. % 1) IT57--%(1)

1963 17 39% 7 16% 20 45% - -

1962 24 52% 6 13% 16 35% . -

1961 15 50% 4 13% 9 30% 2 7%

1960 24 55% 3 7% 15 34% 2 4%

1959 18 64% 2 7% 6 22% 2 7%
1958 9 53% 2 12% 2 12% 4 23%
1957 17 63% 1 4% 3 11% 6 22%
,p9tal T7T 53% 75' 11% '7T 30% r6 6%

for particular year of graduation from school for deaf.
academic and vocational programs.

")14 housewives, 2 patients in mental institutions.

The information provided in table 5 is discussed

more fully later in this and subsequent chapters.

However, a cursory inspection of the table reveals

several remarkable facts:

1. Only 39% of the 1963 graduates are now em-

ployed. This compares with 63% of those who grad-

uated in 1957.

2. In considering only the potential employment

force, those employed and unemployed, excluding stu-

dents and others, 124 graduates were found to be

employed and 25 unemployed. The percentage of unem-

ployed graduates in relation to the potential employ-

ment force is shown to be 17% for all years. This

figure of 17% presents a more realistic picture of

the rate of unemployment of the young deaf adult in
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New England than the 11% cited in table 5.

3. A relatively high percentage of graduates of

schools for the deaf continue to study in other pro-

grams after graduation. 45% of those who graduated

in 1963 continued their studies.

4. Of the 105 female graduates located, only

14 indicated they were housewives without outside

positions.

B. The employed young deaf adult

a. Those who were interviewed.

Of the 124 young deaf adults who were identi-

fied as employed, 101 were personally interviewed.

Of this number, 66 were male, and 35 were female.

The following information was collected through

several sources; interviews with the young deaf

employees, interviews with their immediate super-

visors, and responses on questionnaires returned

by their parents. Questionnaires were returned

by the parents of 72 employed young deaf adults

(49 male, 23 female).

Table 6 reveals the age and marital status

of the 101 young deaf adults who were interviewed.

Tc4:1?1,.e.fi.f. Age_aTO marital status of 101 employed

Sex No. Mean age Age range No. married

Male 66 22 yrs. ,6mo. 19yrs.,0mo.-27yrs.,8mo. 10
Female 35 22 yrs.,2mo. 17yrs.,4mo.-27yrs.,10mo. 3
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Of the ten married males, four indicated they

had one child. None had more than one. Of the three

married women, none had children. One unmarried female

indicated she had a child of whom she was the sole r

support. The fact that relatively few young male or

female adults are married may have implications for

adult vocational education. Most young deaf adults

are free to participate in such programs. That the

deaf tend to marry later than the hearing population

is supported by numerous other investigations conducted

on deaf adult populations.

b. Stability of employment

Of the 66 male employees, 30 are still employed

in their first position since originally finding,

employment, 22 have changed positions once, and 14

have held three or more positions. Of the 35 female

employees, 21 are employed in the only position they

have held, 7 are employed in their second position,

and 7 have held three or more positions. The young

deaf adult, and particularly the female, appears to be

relatively stable in his or her employment.

The 50 employees who have held tvo or more

po:7it5.ons were aslcd why they terminated their first

position. Their former employers could not be con-

tacted so the authenticity of their responses could

not be determined. 17 indicated they had been laid

off, 14 indicated dissatisfaction with wages or op-
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portunities for advancement, 8 indicated poor T,7orking

conditions or grievances against their employer, 5

stated they had been discharged, and 3 indicated their

first employment had been seasonal. One employee had

moved out of state, 1 had quit because of illness,

and 1 self-employed had lost his fishing boat in a storm.

The Hollingshead Index of Social Position, Socio-

Economic Factor (Hollingshead) was applied to the first

and current occupations of those who have held two or

more positions. This scale provides seven ranks, with

a rank of 1 indicating a major professional position

and a rank of 7 indicating an unskilled position. The

ranks of 14 were improved by their changes in employ-

ment, the ranks of 6 dropped, and the ranks of 30

remained constant.

c. Occupations

The immediate supervisors of the 101 young deaf

employed adults were asked to describe the current

occupations of the young adults. Table 7 is a clas-

sification of the positions currently held by the 66

young male deaf employees interviewed. Occupations

rilansified as professional, technical and trade

(requiring extensive formal vocational training) com-

mercial, semi-skilled (requiring minimum on-the-job

training), and unskilled (requiring no training).

This classification is based upon the description of

the occupation giv n by thn immoliate Punervisor,
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training required for the occupation and, in most

instances, observation of the employee on the jcb by

the interviewer.

Table 7. Occupations of 66 young, male employees(lY

Professional Semi-skilled
16
4

2

1

None

Technical and Trades

Machine operator
Assemblyline worker
Tool inspector
Assistant pressman
Hat blocker 1

Printer 8

Carpenter 3 Unskilled
Cabinet maker 2 12Factory worker (general)
Draftsman 1 Handyman 3

Laboratory Technician 1 Darkroom helper 1
Finished metalworker 1 mechanic's helper 1

Furnace cleaner 1
Commercial Dishwasher 3

Construction worker 1
Office clerk 1 Laundry worker 1

(1)
Dormitory Supervisor, school for the deaf 2

No professional personnel were found among the

66 young male employees. 16 were found in skilled

technical and trade positions. A clerical position

was held by 1 employee, 24 held semi-skilled positions,

and 23 held unskilled positions. Semi-skilled and

unskilled positions accounted for 71% of the total.

Tab' .a is a classification of the. occupations

Of the 35 young female employees. Again this follows

from desdriptions provided by their immediate super-

visors, training necessary,and in most instances,

observation of the employee 9n the job by the inter-

viewers,
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Table 8. Occupations
g....21s2Ealig__maloyess

Semi-skilledProfessional

None machine operator 4
'lerchandise marker 1Technical and Trades Bench worker 4'
Nurses aide 1Hairdresser 1

Unskilled
Commercial

Packer 2General office clerk 5 Kitchen worker 4Typist
5 Stockroom worker 1Key punch operator 3 Laundry worker 1riling clerk 1 Domestic service 1Business machine operator 1

It is noted that 1 female employee was engaged

in a trade, 15 in commercial areas, 10 in semi-skilled

occupations, and 9 in unskilled occupations.

The largest single group of female employees

was engaged in commercial positions. However, 54% were

found to be employed in semi-skilled and unskilled

positions.

The 1960 Census of Population reveals that na-

tionally, semi-skilled and unskilled workers (operatives,

prevate household workers, service workers, And.taborers)

comprise 35.7% of the total male employment force and

38.3% of the total female employment force (32.8% and

36.7% respectively in Connecticut). The proportion of

young deaf males in semi-skilled and unskilled positions
is double that of the national proportion, and substan-

tially higher also among young deaf females than among
the general employed female population.
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d. ( eographic distribution

The geographic distribution of the young deaf

employees who were interviewed is as follows:

Table 9 . Distribution of 101 young; deaf employees .

mass. Conn. maine N.H. R.I. Vt. Total

Male 27
elt410 16
Total VT

26 8 2

12 2 3

38 10 5

3 66

1 1 35
TT T. 101

Substantially more young deaf employees are

employed in Massachusetts and Connecticut than in the

other four New England states.

As expected, employees tend to be concentrated in

larger urban areas like Boston, Hartford, Worcester,

New Haven, Bridgeport and Providence. Those who reside

and work in the three northern states tend to be widely

distributed.

e. Wages

Young deaf employees were asked during each inter-

view to indicate their gross weekly wages, excluding

overtime. The mean income of the 101 employees was

$63.45. Weekly wages extended from $29 (a female kit-

chen worker) to $127 (a male construction laborer).

As was suggested in "Review of literature",

valid comparison of the wages of deaf and hearing em-

ployees is difficult except in very general terms.

Figures on earnings of tlIc population are generally not

broken down into discrete categories.

It wan ponsihle to obtain figures on the mean
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weekly earnings of workers in the massachusetts manu-

facturing industry. This figure, however, did not

differentiate on the basis of sex or age. The mean

weekly wage in the Massachusetts manufacturing indus-

try in March, 1964, was $93.13 (mass. Employment News-

letter, 1964). Of the 101 employees interviewed, 43

were employed in that state. The mean weekly wage of

these employees was $60.33, 35% below the mean earnings

in manufacturing.

The mean weekly wage for male and female factory

workers in Connecticut in may, 1964, was $107.79 (Em-

ployment Wages and Hours bulletin, 1964) and for non-

factory workers, $95.14 (same source). The 38 deaf

employees interviewed in Connecticut received a mean

weekly salary of $68.32. Compared with salaries for

non-factory workers in Connecticut (a more conservative

figure than that of factory workers), the deaf employees

earned 28% less.

Undoubtedly, the fact that age is not considered

in the above comparisons influences the significance of

the difference. The salary of the young adult will pro-

bably increase somewhat as he becomes older, although,

major increases (excluding cost of living increases)

are not usual except with added skills.

In an effort to control for socio-economic vari-

ables and age, the investigators asked parents of deaf

employees to indicate gross weekly earnings of other em-
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ployed hearing siblings. The mean wages of those up

V:, 18 *eatbet:Aftre-',calcul.4*.d-iiThe taelAn weekly.wage,,bf

24 male siblings of the deaf was $88.54, and of 15

female siblings, $71.27. The mean wage of the 66

male deaf employees was $68.83, and of the 35 female

deaf employees, $53.34. Salaries of male deaf em-

ployees fall 22% below salaries of male hearing

employees in the same age range with deaf siblings.

The salaries of female deaf employees fall 25% beim?

salaries of female hearing employees in the same age

range with deaf siblings.

All the bases of comparison of the wages of the

young deaf employee with those of the hearing popula-

tion consistently reveal the salaries of the young

deaf adult to be at least 22% below those of the hearing.

Applying the criterion of wage, the occupational status

of the deaf must be considered to be low.

f. Means of finding employment

The 101 young deaf employees were asked how they

found their present position. Table 10 reveals their

responses,
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Table 10. How resent position was found

TotalSource Male Female

Parents and other relatives 23 13 36
Friends 14 9 23
Public employment service 8 5 13
Applied directly 10 3 13
School 4 2 6
Vocation rehabilitation agency 4 1 5
Newspaper help-wanted ad 2 2 4
Other 1 1

Total 66 35 101

Over one-half the current positions held by
.

young deaf adults were found through relatives and

friends. Public employment services located positions

for 13%. Relatively few found positions independently.

Vocational rehabilitation agencies found employment

for 5%. This figure is inclose agreement with a figure

reported by Lunde and Bigman (1959). It is possible

that this figure would have been greater if the first

position held by deaf employees had been used as a

determinant rather than the present position.

Many schools for the deaf assume a job place-

ment role. They may be effective in finding employ-

ment for young adults immediately after leaving school,

bdt the above table reveals that only 6% found their

present positions through schools.

g. Performance of the young deaf employee

Information on the performance of deaf employ-

ees was obtained directly from their immediate super-

visors, those who were in the best position to evaluate

their work. The 101 supervisors of deaf employees were
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asked to compare the productivity of their deaf em-

ployees with others doing the same or related jobs.

Table 11 indicates their responses.

Table 11. Supervisors' opinions of job performance of

deaf employees.

Male employees remale employees Total

Above average 30 9 39

Average 33 23 56

Below average 2 3 5

Total
T(l) Tuel)

(1)One supervisor unwilling to give opinion

The interviewers indicated they believed the

supervisors responded impartially to the question of

performance of deaf employees and without weighting their

response because of the employee's deafness. The super-

visors rated 39% above average, and 5% below average.

The deaf tended to perform well in their work. A

greater percentage of male employees than of female

employees received above average ratings. One possi-

ble explanation is that males tend to be engaged in

manual activities, and the females in clerical aoti-

vities, demanding more verbal communication. Never-

theless, few performed at a level below average.

h. Problems related to deafness

Each supervisor was asked about any aspects of

the employee's job which were complicated by the em-

ployee's deafness. 42 supervisors mentioned such pro-

blems. A complete listing of the problems encountered

by deaf employees and their supervisors because of the
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employee's deafness is presented in Appendix F. These

problems are classified in table 12.

Table 12. Job-related roblems oduced b deafness

Communication with supervisor and others (primarily
receiving instructions) 26

Hard on equipment (sounds warning of breakdown in
equipment) 9

Use of telephone (mostly females) 7

Risk of injury around heavy equipment 4

geperal efficiency in machine operation 3

0.)Several supervisors mentioned more than one problem.

It is evident that deafness imposes complications

in certain positions. It is notable, however, that

less than 50% of the supervisors considered deafness

to create significant problems for the employee.

As was predictable, problems of communication

were mentioned most frequently by supervisors. The

problem was primarily one of understanding instruc-

tions. Nine supervisors indicated the deaf tend to

be hard on equipment because they do not pick up the

auditory cues before a machine breaks down or a cutting

tool becomes dull. Seven supervisors mentioned in-

ability to use the telephone as a problem, particu-

larly among female clerical workers. Industry is often

indisposed to hire deaf employees because of risk of

injury. Only 4 of the 101 supervisors considered deaf-

ness to create a hazard around equipment. Finally, 3

supervisors indicated that efficiency was lost be-

cause of a lack of auditory cues. One supervisor,

for example, claimed that a linotype machine can be
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operated with greater efficiency if the type can be

heard dropping,

The 101 employed young deaf adults were asked

how they communicate to their supervisors and how

their supervisors communicate to them. 38 (38%)

reported they communicate to their supervisors

through speech alone. 62 (62%) reported they use

other media such as writing or gestures in addition

to, orwithoute, speech. 44 (44%) reported their

supervisors communicate to them through speech alone.

56 (56%) reported their supervisors use other media

such as writing or gestures in addition to, or without,

speech, to communicate to them.

It is apparent that most deaf employees are

able to compensate for the above problems as evidenced

by the fact that 95% were average br better in the .e.w):.

general performance of their jobs.

i. Attitudes of immediate supervisors

If supervisors have a negative attitude toward
4,

the young deaf employee, they are likely to answer

"no" when asked if they would favormmagempla:

ees working under them. The 101 supervisors were asked

this question. 77 responded affirmatively, 11 res-

ponded negatively, and 13 were noncommital. The

attitude of most supervisors toward the young deaf em-

ployee was quite positive.

Supervisors were also asked whether they would
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prefer not to have any deaf subordinates. Only four

supervisors indicated this to be the case, with four

unresponding to the question. 92% indicated they

were satisfied to have a deaf employee.

It is apparent that most deaf employees make

satisfactory or better workers, that they are able

to compensate in some way for -the compilcoions

produced by their deafness, and that most of their

immediate supervisors are generally favorable to-

ward them.

C. The unemplImplic21.11t

Ps indicated earlier, IA of the potential deaf

employment force (excluding students and house-

wives) in New England ease found to be unemployed.

This compares with a figure of 4.1% for the entire

state of Connecticut (Conn. Labor Situation, 1964).

more of the unemployed were found among the recent

graduates of schools for the deaf than among more

distant graduates. This is probably a reflection

of the difficulties in finding initial employment

rather than a change in the mature of the population.

A total of 25 unemployed young adults, 12

males and 13 females were located out of the total

of 236 graduates. Only 5 could be interviewed di-

rectly. Questionnaires were returned by the parents

of 13.

This was the only phase of the investigation
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in which lack of cooperation was severly restrictive.

It was intended that as many as possible of the unem-

ployed and their parents be interviewed. Several of

the parents refused to cooperate. Telephone conversa-

tions with these parents suggested that they would

prefer that their deaf sons or daughters not be em-

ployed. Several appeared overprotective. One claimed

she could receive state compensation only as long as

her son remained unemployed.

Most of the unemployed were residing with their

parents in rural areas where employment was less

available than in urban centers. One daughter helped

her father an hour or two a day at his rural service

station, pumping gasoline. He indicated he was "tired

of deaf people coming around and trying to get her to

go to Boston".

The five who were personally interviewed, with

their parents, were cooperative. Three of the five

had left the school for the deaf before graduating.

Four of the five had poor school histories. Two of

the five had worked briefly after leaving school. One

could retain a job only a few days, and had been

fired three times, each time after arguments with the

employer. The second had held a job for one month

and been discharged for being too slow. Three of the

five are now seeking employment. Four of the five are

now clients of vocational rehabilitation agencies.
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The parents of all five indicated major concern

over their child's unemployment. All expressed parti-

cular concern about the social development of their

child. All wished their child could return to school,

but it could not be determined whether they really

thought the child would profit from additional train-

ing, or whether they saw this as a means of relieving

the immediate problem of unemployment.

This brief description of the unemployed is in-

sufficient to provide definitive conclusions. It is

hoped that other investigators might study the unem-

ployed deaf in greater depth.

D. Summary-Occupational status of young deaf adults

The results of this phase of the investigation

revealed:

1. Of the 1963 graduates of schools for the

deaf, 39% are currently employed, 45% are currently

enrolled in other educational programs, and 16% are

unemployed.

2. Of the current potential employment force

of young deaf adults who have graduated from schools

for the deaf since 1957, 17% are unemployed, appro-

ximately four times that of the national proportion

of unemployed.

3. Of 101 employed adults ranging up to 27

years of age, only 13% are married.

4. The young deaf adult is relatively stable
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in his employment.

5. 71% of the young male employees hold semi-

skilled and unskilled positions, double that of the

national proportion.

6. 54% of the young female employees hold

semi-skilled or unskilled positions, and 43% hold

commercial positions.

7. The mean weekly wage of the young employed

deaf adult in Massachusetts and Connecticut is

estimated to be between 22% and 35% below that of

the hearing working population of those states.

8. 59% of the young employed deaf adults were

assisted by family and friends in finding their

current jobs, public employment and rehabilitation

services assisted 18%, and schools assisted 6%.

17% found their jobs independently.

9. The immediate supervisors of 95% of the

employed adults consider them to be average or better

in their job performance.

10. 42% of the supervisors mentioned that

deafness produced an occupational problem for their

deaf employee. Communication is seen as a problem

by 26% of the supervisors.

11. 77% of the supervisors favor more deaf

employees. 93% are satisfied to have at least one

deaf employee.
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IV. Pesults-vocational preparation of young deaf adults

A. Vocational education in schools for the deaf

A form (Appendix E) was sent to the heads of

the nine participating schools for the deaf in New

England with a request for information concerning

their vocational education program. Since these

forms were sent out after the end of the academic

year, two heads of the schools could not be reached.

The following information is based on the returns

from seven schools.

The seven schools all award academic diplomas;

in addition, two award vocational diplomas, and

three award certificates of attendance for those who

qualify for neither the academic or vocational di-

ploma.

Although most schools for the deaf graduate

few students before 16 years, and some not until 20

years, few students exceed a ninth grade achievement

level. Some schools encourage their more gifted

graduates to enter academic programs in their home

communities.

One of the schools for the deaf in New England,

the largest, employs nine vocational education tea-

chers, two employ six such teachers, one employs four

toadhers, one employs three, one employs

two, and one employs a full time and a part-time

teacher.
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Five of the seven schools offer a course in

woodworking. This course leads to cabinet making

in two of the schools. Five schools offer courses

in printing, and two in mechanical drawing. Four

of the seven schools give instruction in commercial

education, mostly typing. Furniture refinishing,

leatherwork, and commercial art are each offered

in one school. Several schools also offer instruc-

tion in domestic science.

Schools were asked the number of clock hours

per year given to vocational education, Table 13

reveals their responses.

Table 13. Clock hours in vocational education avail-
able to students in schools for deaf.

Ranee in clock hours per year median

nraduating year 90-720 180
-1 0-360 180
-2 0-270 145
-3 0-270 125

It is evident from the above information that

none of the seven schools offers a comprehensive ter-

minal vocational education program. The American

School for the Deaf, the largest, accepts graduates

of other schools for advanced vocational education.

Even this school remains dissatisfied with its pro-

gram as evidenced by its initiation of this inves-

tigation.
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B. graduate education for deaf students

a. Programs entered

Questionnaires were returned by the parents

of 137 graduates of schools for the deaf. Of the 137

graduates, 44 are currently students in other programs.

Of the 72 currently employed, 31 received additional

instruction after graduating from the school. Of the

137 graduates, 75 (56%) have been, or are currently

students in other educational programs. Of this

number, 13 proceeded to advanced educational pro-

grams for the deaf. The programs entered by 62

varied from one month to four years.

Table 14 reveals the general educational pro-

gram and the educational status of 75 current or

former students who had graduated from schools for

the deaf, as indicated by parents.

Table 14 Educational status of current and former
gra uate students

Program Currently nraduated 'yid not. Total
enrolled "-----7riaaUafe

4cademic.hi,,h school 13
Technical-vocational 8
Commercial 13
rallaudet Collef/e (deaf) 5
Other college (hearing) 5

2 2 17(1)
11 3 22 (1)

4 3 20
1 5 11
0 0 5Total TIT The rs n(1/Including two graduate students enrolled at theAmerican School for the Deaf

It is noted that approximately equal numbers

of deaf students enroll in academic, technical-voca-

tional, and commercial programs. 58% who enrolled
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in these programs and have since found employment,

graduated. 42% left these programs without grad-

uating. It is assumed that the schools for the deaf

were selective in advising their students to enter

these programs. If graduation call be considered a

criterion, 58% of the placements can be considered

successful. 32% of the total number of graduates

of schools for the deaf proceed to graduate also

from other educational programs.

As a second method of inquiry, the investi-

gators contacted 92 state-supported technical-voca-

tional schools with a request for information on

any deaf students they may have had since 1957.

70 schools responded. Some discrepancies were

noted between their returns and the returns of

parents of deaf students in technical-vocational

schools, notably in the numbers of students reported.

Both reported 22 students registered, although most

of the schools responded whereas less than half

the parents were sampled. It may be that numerous

deaf students went unreported by the responding

schools because the schools do not maintain special

records on deaf students.

Of the 22 deaf students reported by these

schools, 4 are presently enrolled, 8 graduated,

3 took noncredit evening courses, and 7 left before

grnduAtinn nr were expelled.
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b. Success in hearing roprams rinci als of hearin
schools

A questionnaire (Appendix D) was sent to 39

principals of predominantly hearing schools which are

or have been attended by deaf students. They were

requested to consult with the teachers or counselors

of these students before returning the questionnaires.

17 were returned by schools from which their deaf

students have departed, and 15 were returned by schools

in which deaf students are currently enrolled. 11

academic high schools responded, 12 vocational-tech-

nical schools responded, and 9 commercial schools

responded. The level of hearing and communication

skill of the deaf students in such schools was not

known.

The performance of 6 students was judged to

be superior, the performance of 18 to be average,

and the performance of 8 to be below average. Of

the 32 students, 12 were judged to be deficient

in the language arts. 9 had received extra tutor-

ing, 23 had not. Of the 32 students, 30 were

judged to be accepted socially by their hearing

peers, 2 were not. Principals of 25 of the 32

schools indicated they would be favorable toward

accepting another similar deaf student.

The extent, if any, to which the student's

deafnons prodannd r.oncmcsions is not known. It
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was noted that some principals dwelt heavily on
the benefits for both the deaf student and his

peers (eg., "It has been good for his classmates.
It Las made them more considerate").

One favorable statement was, "Because of

's ability to lipread and her oral ability,

we found her to be a very good student and would
be willing to take others who have the same

abilities." Another favorable comment was "Highly

mtivated-excellent young lady-well received by

faculty and students".

Unfavorable comments included the following

statements, "The one student that we have had

required much special attention from the teachers

at times. We do not feel unfavorably about taking

another deaf student; we just wonder if we have the

trained staff to deal with them." A second prin-

cipal wrote, "Her schoolwork has not kept pace with

her mental ability because the staff is not trained

to help a deaf person."

c.. Success in
hearingppograms-parents

Parents of deaf current and former students

in hearing programs were asked whether their. el#11.1

pen encolanterrA
partinular difficulties while

eurcilled in Im,Aim
thqiv vet:31)01meg.

" inri4Pro
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Table 15. Pes onses b arents to uestion of whether
t eir eat c i d encountere particular difficulties
in nearing programs.

Current student Former student Total

Yes 32 18 50
No 7 13 20
Don't know 7 - 7

It is noted that relatively more of the parents

of current than of former students indicate diffi-

culties in school. This may be because the problems

posed by these difficulties are more immediate to

the parents of current students.

The difficulties of deaf students in hearing

programs, as indicated by parents, are recorded in

Appendix G. Difficulties for the most tart cen-

tered on communication skills. It is evident that

parents of deaf students perceived difficulties

for their deaf children in hearing programs which

were not perceived by the principals of these

programs. Attention was earlier drawn to the

point that deaf students tend to be selectively

placed in these programs, yet 42% do not graduate.

This points up the need for 04beSul:selection

of students for predominantly hearing programs.

Undoubtedly some deaf students can derive maximum

profit from a public school program. Presumably

such variables as academic achievement level,

residual hearing, and level of communication skill

are of significance.

I
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C. Vocational re aration necessar' for current
occupations

The 101 immediate supervisors were asked what

preparation was necessary for the successful per-

formance of the deaf employee's present job. Table

16 reveals their responses.

Table 16. Pre aration necessar for present 1'22
as in icate by supervisors

Tale remale Total

Simple demonstration 45 22 67
On-the-job training 28 13 41.
rormal company classes 0 2 2

Trained skills prior to 11 5 16

-Somekl)Some supervisors indicated two or more were
necessary.

It is evident that most of the occupations

currently held by young deaf adults do not require

formal training prior to hiring. most can be

adequately trained on the job. This finding re-

flects the prevalence of young deaf adults employed

in semi-skilled or unskilled occupations. It has

implications for the upward mobility of the deaf

employee since, in the opinion of their supervi-

sors, 85% of the employees have limited or no

opportunity for advancement withal-ft additional

formal training.

D. Summar Vocational_preRaration of nam

This phase of the investigation revealed

that
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1. No school for the deaf in ITeTy England pro-

vides a comnrehensive terminal vocational education

nroaram for its students.

2. 56% of the oraduates of schools for the

deaf in NeT7 Enaland proceed to other educational

proa.rams. 58% of those students who enroll in these

programs liraduate, 32% of the total.

3. Approximately equal numbers of students

enroll in academic hiell nroarams, technical-vocational

proarams, and commercial nroarams. Less -o to colle-e.

4. "ost principals of hearing educational

pro7rams report success v7ith selected deaf students.

The criterion may often be social rather than

academic,

5. "ost parents renort their deaf children

encounter difficulties in these hearin,' nroprams.

Difficulties Generally center on lanouare skills.

6. most of the jobs currently held by l'ounel*

deaf adults do not require trained skills nr5or to

hiring. Simple demonstration and on-the-lob

traininr nenerally suffice to rive the emnlcwee

adenuate competence. This is related to the fact

L3 Safi inapt an:1f adultn

pflqitionn.
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V. results-Vocational asnirations, aptitudes, and
onportunities

A. Satisfaction with present occunation

a. Employed young adults

The 101 younp deaf emnloyees were asked whe-

ther they liked their nresent positions. Their

feelings about their present positions are indi-

cated in table 17.

Table 17. Feelings of ounc' emplowed deaf toward
present nositlons

"ale Female Total

Like my job very much 30 15 45
"y job is okay, 27 14 41
I dislike my job 9 6 15

Total "6"6" YE 101

most younF, deaf employees apparently find

their present employment satisfaCtorY. Yleasons

they cave tended to center on salary.

Asked if they hone to keep their present

job or change jobs, 58 employees indicated they

would like to keep their present jobs, 38 indicated

they would like to change jobs, and 5 were unde-

cided. reasons given by those who wished to

chanrie jobs tended to be based on a desire for a

more skilled and more remunerative position.

b. Parents

Parents of deaf employees were also asked

to respond to the question of whether the present

,r co. 0=q0ilebc,Jo r'ne! P ''()10-0110.
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72 responded. Of this total, 43 considered the

present position to be a good one, 23 did not think

it was a good one, and 6 were undecided.

Peasons riven by those parents who did not

think the nresent position of their son or daughter

a hood one centered on lack of opportunity.

B. Vocational aspirations

a. Emnloved young adults

The 101 employed yourv) adults holdinp the

7ositions shown in table 7 and table 8 were asked

what :lob they would like to have in 10 years. Table

18 classifies the current positions of the emnlov-

ees and the positions to which they aspire.

Tlq..eqs. Classification of present positions and
aspirations

Class

Professional
Technical and
Trades
Commercial
Semi-skilled
Unskilled.

Present Positions
male"ifemale total

0 0 0

16 1
.1 15
24 10
23 9

17
16
34
32

Asnira
male

ons(3)
female total

2 1 3

43
3

10
0

4

10
1
2

,Total .67
,Dormitory supervisor, school for the deaf . 2
;-,L,Dean of boys, school for deaf 1
")7 males, 8 females, did not indicate asnirations,

9 females indicated "housewife".

47
13
11
2

76

It is apnarent that althotrh most of the em-

ployed young deaf adults indicated satisfaction

with their present jobs (table 17), most in fact

aspire to jobs requiriT preater skill. v:.hile most

4.r, ce <Jre . oJr I 1.1 ed 4-1)^ tin cl-k 1 1 cl
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*positions at nresent, only 17% of those T'ho indi-

cated a vocational aspiration were content to re-

main in such positions. 83% aspired to profes-

sional, technical-trade, or commercial positions.

It is evident that although most seem satis-

fied with their ?resent jobs when asked directly

(table 17), they in fact aspire to jobs requirinp

greater skill.and more traininc".

b. Students in schools for the deaf

177 juniors and seniors in nine schools for

the deaf were asked what job they T'ould like to have

in ten years. Table 19 nresents a classification

of the nositions they selected.

Table 19. Classification of occupations to which
students aspire.

Class "ale remale Total

Professional 8 5 13
Technical and
Trades 50 9 59

Commercial 5 18 23
Semi-skilled 1 0 1
Unskilled 10 9 19

Total 111(1)
(1)12 females indicated "housewife", 50 indicated

they did not know.

Students, like employees, tend to aspire

to technical,trade, and commercial occupations.

of those who indicated a specific asniration,

83% of the students, and 83% of the employed

adults, asnire to the above classes of occunations

as o7r)osed to professional, semi-skilled or unqkilled
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occunations.

It is noted that more students aspire to

professional positions than do employees. This is

to be expected in vie of the fact that hiller edu-

cation is more available to students than to those

who are not employed.

The occupations to 17hich 115 junior and

senior students in schools for the deaf aspire are

listed in Appendix H.

c. Parents of students in schools for the deaf

It is likely that parents exert substantial

influence on deaf students with regard to the

students' decision whether to seek emnloyment or

continue studies after riraduation frot.the school

for the deaf. The narents of 39 male students and

of 31 female students responded as listed in table

20.

Table 20. Classification of occu ations -parents of
ea. stu ents Ylls1 or their chi pen.

Professional
Technical and
Trades

Commercial
Semi-skilled
Unskilled

Total TT

"ale remale Total

4 2 6

34 14 48
1 15 16
0 0 0
0 0 0

It is again noted that, like deaf enniov.

ees and students, most narents tend to select

teohninal, trade, and commercial positions.
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rone select semi-skilled or unskilled occupations.

Yet, as noted earlier, most vouir deaf adults are

em-loved in such occupations.

C. Vocational aptitude

It has been noted that the sunervisors of 94%

of younci employed adults consider them avera.le or

superior in performance of their lobs, It has also

been noted that most hold seri-skilled or unskilled

positions.

It is highly likely, on the basis of emnirical

evidence alone, and supported by numerous findinrrs

already reported in this and nrecc!ding chapters,

that many younrr deaf adults are underemPloved, that

they are employed in positions belot, their basic

level of ability.

a. general Aptitude Test Batten?

In order to arrive at an indication of cer-

tain classes of occupations for v/hich the deaf sho

aptitude, the reneral Aptitude Test Batten?, B 1002

(U.S. Dept. of Labor, 1962) was administered to 44

male and female senior and junior students in the

tr7o schools for the deaf in Connecticut. The reader

is referred to the r'uide to the use of the general

Pntitude Test Battery! Section II: norms, U.S.

Dwt. of Labor, for more information on the r.4.T.B.

A major problem in testing the deaf ,lith many

standardized tests concerns the heavy verbal !'eit7b.-
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tins?. !tost tests of intelligence, for example,

have a stron7, verbal loadinrr. The reneral Aptitude

Test Battery also tests for verbal skill. Psycho-

logists to the deaf generally delete such items

because they penalize the deaf. Because verbal

skills are so imrortant to many occunations, it was

decided that the verbal items should also be adminis-

tered to the deaf students.

b. Aptitudes of the deaf

The follor7ini7 table shows the mean aptitude

scores of the 44 students tested by 0.A.T.B.

Plso shotm is the mean nercentile of the deaf rela-

tive to the sample upon which the test batten, vas

standardized. Each antitude score is a T score

based on a mean of 100, and a standard deviation

of 20. Scores of the deaf students were tested

for sionificant deviation from the mean of 100.

A t ratio vas calculated from the standard error

of each mean.
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Table 21. Antitudes of 44 deaf students

Standard er- t
ONE/Antitude "ean aptitude Percentile

score

18
9

20
52
69
40
44
62
73

of confidence
of confidence

ror of mean

r'eneral
verbal
'rumerical
Spatial
rorm nerception
Clerical nerception
Motor coordination
rinPer dexterity
';4Kkual dexterity
1sicinif:I.cant at 1%
(2)sir,nificant at 5%

81
73
83

101
110
95
97

106
112
level
level

1.85
.86

3.44
3.26
3.75
2.63
2.72
4.65
4.20

10 26 (1)

31 40 (1)

4.94 (1)

FS
2 66 (1)

1.87
(2)

NS

23'fq.86
(1)

The deaf mere found to be significantlY inferior

to the peneral adult population on those Four "anti-

tudes" which involved a verbal component, ',eneral,

verbal, numerical, and clerical percention. This was

to be exnected. The deaf mere sirrnificantiv sunerior

to the reneral adult nonulation on ttio "aptitudes",

form percention and manual dexteritli. This was

unanticinated. rorm percention is defined as the

ahilitY to "perceive detail in ob:iects or in 1,4-

toria1 or graphic material." "anual dexterity is

defined as the ability to ":nove the fin,ers and

maninulate small objects rani dlv and accuratelY."

Jo sicinificant difference was found in snatial

ability, motor coordination, and finer dexter t ".

c. nocunations for which deaf shoT7 ant4tude

r,f 840 snecific occunations rated as to

necessary antitude levels, 753 were seen suitable

for one or more of the 44 deaf students. Amon', the
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eneral fields of work for Tihich one or more of

the students showed aptitude were:

laboratory science artistic arranrina
manaaerial, industrial quantity cookin7
routine recordins bench T,ork
mechanical renair electrical repair
complex machine oneration structural crafts
typina, stenoarahic araphic art
food serving insrecting and testing

This list is by no means exhaustive. ost

require extensive training. It is apparent that

deafness precludes relatively few skilled occupash

tions. Examples of those which were excluded for

all 44 students were: medicine, enaineerina,

Ilharmacv, case and aroup Pork, buyin, and sales

nanaaerial positions.

The r.A.T.3. has also been used ar a predictor

of ruccess in collet e. minimum aptitude score

of 100 on "reneral" he been used to predict

success in junior college, 110 in a four 7ear

college, and 120 in a r,rofessional proram such

as medicine and dentistry. Che highest score on

this aptitude was 105, with tvIo scores of 100.

By this criterion, three of the 44 students would

probably be successful in a -junior collece, none

in a standard four year college. 4ttention is

again drawn to the fact that this predictor f7as

loaded verbally. Academic success for older deaf

students is continaent on the presence of a high

level of nommunication skill or special cob nen-
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sation for its absence in instruction (eg., a manual

communication system).

D. Vocational opportunities

The 101 immediate supervisors were asked about

opportunities of the young deaf adult with and with-

out further training. Their responses are indicated

in table 22.

Table 22. Vocational opportunities of young deaf
employees with and without further training, as
indicated by immediate supervisors

Opportunities Uith further training !Without further training
ITEreTqarJTaar---- Vale Female Total

Considerable
Limited
None

24 7 31 10 4 14
30 17 47 34 15 49
12 11 23 22 16 38

With additional traininc, 36% of the male

deaf employees have considerable opportunities

for advancement under their current employment.

Jithout additional training, 200 of the female

deaf employees have considerable opportunities

for advancement; without, 11%. It can be readily

seen that even with additional traininz;, vocational

opportunities under the same employer remain li-

mited or negliLible for many employees, parti-

cularly female employees.

When asked about opportunities for the deaf

employee with additional training, supervisors

were asked why they answered as they did. Typical

statements cupportinp additional training were,
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"He can get a better job with more training," and

"Depends on union status and specific job training."

Another said, "With more training, he can become

a senior operator with more money and higher class."

Typical of statements indicating limited or

negligible opportunities even with additional

training were, "I wouldn't be able to use him on

any other job," and "Can't go far here because of

company size." Another said, "She can't talk

with customers."

It appears that additional training for many

is not sufficient. In addition, there must be

careful counselling preparatory to taking training,

and selective job placement after.

D. Summary-Vocational aspirations, aptitudes,,
and opportunities

Results of this phase of the investigation

indicate that:

1. Most deaf employees and their parents think

the present position satisfactory.

2. Vocational aspirations of students, em-

ployees, and parents, are inconsistent with present

occupations, most aspiring to jobs requiring sub-

stantial formal training.

3. Results of the administration of the General

Aptitude Test Battery confirm that the deaf fall

significantly below the general population on
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verbally weighted tasks.

4. The deaf are superior to the general popu-

lation in form perception and manual dexterity.

5. The deaf show sufficient aptitude to be

successful in 753 of 840 occupations listed by

the U.S. Department of Labor in conjunction with

the G.A.T.B. Most of these occupations require

extensive technical or vocational training.

6. On the basis of performance on a verbally

weighted test of the G.A.T.B. none of 44 seniors

and juniors tested in schools for the deaf is

likely to succeed in a standard four year college

program. Three would likely succeed in a junior

college program. This finding draws attention

to the need for a high degree of verbal skill or

compensation through special methods of instruc-

tion, to produce success in higher education.

7. With additional training, 36% of male

employees and 20% of female employees have con-

siderable vocational opportunities in their

present employment. Without additional training,

15% of the males and 11% of the females have

considerable vocational opportunities in their

present employment.
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VI. Results-Demand for regional technical-voca-
tioiari7FEIFing center for young deaf adults

A. Need for additional trairlim

The need for additional vocational preparation

of the deaf is supported by the following:

1. the predominance of semi-skilled and un-

skilled occupations held by the young adult deaf

(Ch. III; B The employed young deaf adult).

2. the substantially lower mean wages earned

by young deaf adults than by the general working

population (Ch. III; B The employed young deaf

adult).

3. a substantially higher rate of unemploy-

ment among the young deaf adult population than

among the general adult population. (Ch. III;

C The unemployed young deaf adult.)

4. the limited vocational education now

provided students in schools for the deaf (Ch.

IV; A Vocational education in schools for the

deaf).

5. the discrepancy between current occu-

pational status and vocational aspirations

(Ch. V; B Vocational aspirations).

6. the wide range of skilled occupations

for which young deaf adults demonstrate apti-

tude but for which the deaf are not currently

trained (Ch. V; C Vocational aptitude).
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7. the limited aptitude of most deaf students

for higher education (Ch. V; C Vocational aptitude).

8. the limited opportunities of young deaf

adults in their current employment without addi-

tional vocational training (Ch. V; D Vocational

opportunities).

It is evident, on the basis of the above

findings, that the young deaf adult population

has a need for more advanced vocational educa-

tion than is currently received.

However, results of interviews with the

immediate supervisors of young deaf employees

suggest that even with additional training many

young deaf adults have limited opportunity for

advancement in their current employment settings

(Ch. V; D Vocational opportunities). It can be

inferred that vocational counselling, training,

and placement are related to vocational oppor-

tunity.

B. Approval of regional technical-voca-
tional training center

a. Parents

The parents of deaf students in schools

for the deaf, parents of graduate students, and

parents of employed young deaf adults, were asked

whether or not they approve of the concept of the

regional technical-vocational training center.



Their responses are as listed in table 23.

Table 23. AprT)r.sval by parents of regional tech-
nical-voci a-`:ta 1 t: TEIFTY center for young deaf
aduits.

Parents of
StudPnts, Schuol-r777171te. Employed Total
for 117.c deaf SmUalts Adults

Approve 103 39 67 209Disapprove 1 0 1 2Undecided 8 7 4 19Total 112 46 TT 230

It is apparent that most parents of deaf

students and young employed deaf adults, (91%)

approve of the concept of a regional technical-

vocational training center for young deaf adults.

Some, while they indicated approval in general,

stated that they prefer their child to attend a

center with hearing peers.

Parents were asked to state why they ap-

proved or disapproved of such a center. A sample

of their reasons is given in Appendix I.

b. Deaf students and employees

Deaf students in schools for the deaf and

young deaf employees also were asked whether they

approved of the concept (liked the idea) of a

regional technical-vocational center for young

deaf adults. Table 24 indicates their responses.
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Table 24. Approval by deaf students and emoloyees
3YF71.75Fgriechnical-vocational training center
for young deal adults

Students, Schools Employees Total
for the deaf

Approve 117
Disapprove 16
Undecided 44

Total TTT

85 202
3 19

13 57
101 278

Most deaf students and employees (73%), like

their parents, approve of the idea of the regional

technical-vocational training center for young deaf

adults.

C. Preference for attendance with deaf on
hearing peers

Students and young employees were asked

whether, if they continued their education be-

yond the school for the deaf, they would prefer

to have deaf or hearing peers, or whether it

didn't matter. Their preferences are indicated

in table 25.

Table 25. Preference of students and em lo ed young
deaf adults for attending school with dea or

peers

Preference Students Employed Adults Total

For deaf peers 93 50 143
ror hearing peers 37 21 58
Doesn't matter or
undecided 47 30 77

Total 177 TUT -27F

Of the 278 students and employees inter-

viewed, 143 or 51% preferred to attend school

with deaf peers, 21% preferred to attend with
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hearing peers, and 28% stated no preference. Asked

why their prefer was as it was, those who pre-

ferred to attend with deaf peers tended to give

three reasons: (a) because of difficulty in con-

versing with hearing people, (b) because sign lan-

guage might be used for instruction if they had

deaf peers, (c) because they had more deaf

friends. Those who preferred to attend with

hearing peers tended to give three reasons for

their preference: (a) make hearing friends,

(b) to be given more intensive instruction if

in a school with hearing peers, (d) to improve

their speech.

D. Potential enrollment in regional technical-
vodg.Tional training center for the deaf

a. Parents

Parents of junior and senior students in

schools for the deaf and parents of employed

young deaf adults were asked if they would en-

courage their deaf son or daughter to enroll in

a technical-vocational school for the deaf in the

coming fall (or next fall in the case of juniors),

finances being no problem. Table 26 is a record

of their responses.
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Table 26. Indications whether parents would encourage
e-------------.e- -----.7--- ..

sons or dcw,:ht:_rs to.. ,enrol,, in regional technical
VodAttbOndl et:I'M:1r for tht:"U'Ar 1 tr-nl.

Par3nts of
Students, school. Employed adults Total
for deaf

Yes 91 46
No 14 4

Undecided 7 22
117

137
18
29
V+

It is evident that most parents (74%) would

encourage their deaf sons or daughters to attend a

technical-vocational center for the deaf next fall

(or one year from next fall for juniors) , finan-

cing being no problem.

Table 27. Indications whether students and em 16 ed
adults wou return to tee nica -vocationa center
for the ea next fa

Students, Schools Employed adults
for deaf

Total

Yes 75 57 132
No 19 31 50

Undecided 83 13 96

Tri IUr 278

It is noted that a large number of students

were undecided whether they would attend a tech-

nical-vocational center if this were available.

Presumably many of these students would be strongly

influenced by their parents and the school for the

deaf. By conservative estimate, at least 50% of

those who are now iuniors and seniors in schools

for the deaf would enroll in a technical-vocational

program. It appears also that over 50% of the
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young deaf adults would terminate their present

positions to return to such a center if one were

available in the fall.

E. Iar-1.1sySurnnnandforralteclmical-
vocational trainiiidinfiFf6F---6a---deaf
a is

Results of this phase of the investigation

indicate that:

1. on the basis of rate of unemployment, occu-

pational level, wages, present conditions of vo-

cational education in schools for the deaf, level

of aptitude, and limited vocational opportunities,

there exists a need for more advanced vocational

education of the deaf.

2. there exists a need for ancillary voca-

tional counselling and placement services.

3. most (91%) of the parents of deaf stu-

dents and employees approve of the concept of

the regional technical-vocational center for the

deaf.

4. given a choice, 51% of the students in

schools for the deaf and employed adults prefer

to attend school with deaf peers, 21% with

hearing peers, and 28% have no stated preference.

6. 81% or more of the parents of junior

and senior students in schools for the deaf, and

64% or more of parents of young deaf employees,

would encourage their son or daughter to enroll
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in a technical-vocational training center for

young deaf adults next fall, finances being no

problem.

7. over 50% of the graduating students in

schools for the deaf indicated they would attend

such a center next fall if finances were no

problem and the center were available.

8. over 50% of young deaf employees would

attend such a center next fall if available,

and if finances were no problem.
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A. Occupational status of the young deaf adult

Several criteria were used to assess the.

occupational status of the young deaf adult in

New England. All lent support to the general

finding that the occupational status of the young

deaf adult is substantially lower than that of the

general population.

In spite of the fact that special educational

services are provided deaf children in schools for

the deaf until approximately age eighteen, and in

spite of the fact that 56% proceed to other educa-

tional programs after graduation from the school

for the:defl.they remain at an economic disad-

vantage.

The young deaf adult is highly unlikely to

enter a profession. The typical deaf student

graduates from a school for the deaf with an educa-

tional achievement level at or below the ninth grade

(Fusfeld, 1955), at least three years behind his

hearing peer. No young deaf adults in the sample

were found to be professionally employed.

Of the 101 employees interviewed, 66% were

engaged in .seeliLskillcd and unskilled

positions, neither of these occupational classes

as defined for this investigation requiring formal

training prior to employment. Technical and trade,

and commercial positions were held by 346). It is
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notable that the number of male deaf employees

in semi-skilled and unskilled positions is ap-

proximately twice that of the general national

population.

Wages also were used as an indicator of oc-

cupational status. Several criteria were used to

compare the wages of the sample with those of the

general population. Various estimates placed the

wages of the deaf at between 22% and 35% below

those of the non-deaf. Undoubtedly, much of this

difference can be attributed to the fact that semi-

skilled and unskilled positions pay less than

skilled positions.

A third criterion of occupational status, rate

of unemployment, was also introduced. 20% of the

. potential employment force (excluding students,

housewives, and permanently disabled) Caere found to

be unemployed. This figure represented approximately

four times the unemployment rate of Connecticut and

Massachusetts.

It is evident that employment conditions today

are unfavorable to the young deaf adult.

Yet the employed young deaf adult tends to be a

satisfactory or superior employee. 95% of the 101

supervisors who had deaf subordinates reported these

subordinates to be average or above average in their

job performance. 39% were judged to be above average.
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93% of the supervisors indicated they were satis-

fied to have at least one deaf subordinate, and 77%

indicated they would favor more deaf employees than

they now have.

In spite of the above facts, 87% of the deaf em-

ployees have limited or no opportunity for advance-

ment in their present employment without additional

training.

B. Occupational potential

The relatively low occupational status of the young

deaf adult might easily be attributed directly to his

deafness, particularly as it relates to communication.

Several problems associated with deafness were in-

dicated by supervisors. The major problem, mentioned

by 26 of the 101 supervisors interviewed, concerned

the problem of communication with the deaf employee.

62% of the deaf employees indicated they use other

media (primarily writing) in addition to, or in place

of, speech to communicate to the supervisor, and 56%

of the deaf employees indicated their supervisors use

other media in addition to, or in place of, speech to

communicate to them. Undoubtedly, communication is a

significant variable.

Results of the administration of the General

Aptitude Test Battery revealed that, even when the

verbal factor was retained in the Battery, one or

more of the students tested showed an aptitude for
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753 of 840 occupations listed. The verbal deficit

of the deaf is apparently no major deterrent to

success in many occupations. However, most of the

753 occupations for which the deaf reveal an aptitude

require an extensive vocational education.

It is evident that the deaf tend to have con-

siderable untapped vocational aptitude which can be

used to upgrade their occupational status when sup-

ported by appropriate vocational training, counselling,

and placement.

The need for appropriate counselling and place-

ment is indicated by a finding that even with further

training, only 36% of the male employees and only 20%

of the female employees have considerable opportunity

for advancement under their present employment. It

is evident that major advancement for most young deaf

adults is not to be expected from upgrading their

present skills but from providing them with new skills

and placing them directly into new skilled occupations.

Few, for example, can be expected to be promoted into

supervisory positions requiring more communication.

It therefore becomes vital that they enter directly

into as highly skilled positions as their aptitude and

training permit.

22---2221PSations
Employed young deaf adults were asked how they

felt about their jobs. While most find their present

1
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occupations satisfactory, less than half apparently

like their jobs.

Of those who indicated a vocational aspiration,

83% of students and 83% of young employed adults

aspire to occupations which r'quire extensive formal

training. Yet only 33% hold such positions. It is

evident that the aspirations of young deaf adults are

substantially higher than their present occupations.

Again the need for an advanced vocational education

program for the deaf is suggested.

D. Current vocational preparation

The schools for the deaf in New England all

provide a program designed to introduce students to

job-related skills. None, however, provides a program

which can be considered both comprehensive in its

vocational education offerings and extensive in teach-

ing terminal vocational skills of a high order. One

school for the deaf, the largest in New England, em-

ploys nine full-time vocational education teachers,

yet considers its program less than adequate for the

vocational education needs of its students. These

schools in fact offer prevocational rather than vo-

cational training.

B. Williams (1946) stated "Vocational training

in a definitive sense j-s.neither possible nor !desirable

in residential schools for the deaf." This statement

is supported by the results of this investigation

within New England schools for the deaf. It is likely
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that most administrators of schools for the deaf

are in agreement with this statement. However, un-

til such time as a superior program is established,

few would be prepared to modify their vocational

education programs as they now stand.

All the schools for the deaf in New England

encourage those students likely to profit from study-

ing with hearing students to do so. This is reflected

in the fact that many of the graduates of these

schools subsequently attend schools for hearing

students. Presumably most of these students are en-

couraged to do so by administrators in schools for

the deaf.

Selection of students to enter programs for hear-

ing students must be made with considerable care.

Most deaf students at graduation from the school

for the deaf are at least three years retarded

academically, and probably considerably more in the

language areas of reading and writing. In addition,

most have severely deficient oral language skills

(speech and speech reading). This is borne out by

the fact that of the 101 deaf employees interviewed,

only 38% indicated they can communicate to their

supervisor through speech alone, and only 44% have

sufficient residual hearing or lipreading ability to

receive information from their supervisor exclusively

through oral means. The extent of interaction
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between instructor and student is increased greatly.

It is evident that unless a student has communica-

tion skills and an academic achievement level superior

to the typical deaf child, instruction with hearing

students may be a frustrating and unprofitable ex-

perience for him.

Most parents indicate that their deaf children

in hearing programs experience difficulty in such

programs, particularly with regard to communication.

On the other hand, most administrators of hearing

schools attended by one or more deaf students report

relative success with these students. The expressed

criterion of success appears in many instances to be

social rather than academic.

Undoubtedly, some students profit greatly from

such an experience. Evidence of such success is one

member of the research group which conducted this in-

vestigation. One of the four interviewers is a graduate

of one of the New England Schools for the deaf who has

since received a doctorate in Clinical Psychology from

a New England University.

The fact remains, however, that in spite of the

number of deaf students who proceed to hearing programs

(probably a greater number than in any other six state

region in the country), the typical young deaf adult

retains a relatively low occupational status.
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E. Regional technical-vocational training
center for young deaf adults

The need for provisions for advanced training

for the young deaf adult is apparent. By numerous

criteria, occupational conditions for young deaf

people today are poor. Their occupational status

and wages are low, their rate of unemployment high.

These conditions will further deteriorate unless their

training needs are better met.

Schools for the deaf cannot be expected to pro-

vide comprehensive vocational training. Their primary

purpose is, and should remain, to provide a basic

education for their students. Numbers of students

in each school for the deaf preclude a comprehensive

vocational training program. In addition the serious

educational lag of the deaf student demands that major

focus be on the academic program.

Nor can any but the exceptional deaf student,:be

successfully trained in a regular vocational education

program for hearing students. The nation has for one

hundred years supported a college for the deaf in

recognition that most deaf students, gifted though they

might be,continue to require the services of a faculty

uniquely trained in special methods of instruction and

special methods of communication. This requisite holds

for the student being trained for a technical, trade, or

commercial career.

The sample of young deaf adults in this investigation
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has had the opportunity to participate in one or

both of the above services. Nevertheless, their

occupational status in general has remained un-

satisfactory.

A third attack on the problems concerning vo-

cational education of the deaf has recently been

undertaken in several centers throughout the nation.

An effort has been made to introduce young deaf

adults into rehabilitation programs for the gen-

erally handicapped. Such an approach is seen as

having no advantage over training in regular

training programs unless instructors are specially

prepared to teach the deaf. In teaching a mixed

group .of deaf and hearing adults, there must be a

compromise in the instruction given either the deaf

or hearing.

The numbers of students enrolled in such programs

are small. Even if adequate vocational training is

available to the deaf, their ability to train a large

proportion of the 2,000 or more deaf students who

annually graduate from schools for the deaf without

major expansion is questioned.

Out of concern about the ability of the school

for the deaf or other established institutions to

provide training necessary to assure skilled employ-

ment for the deaf, a fourth proposal was investigated -

the regional technical-vocational training center for

the deaf.
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The need for additional training for the deaf

having been clearly established, the demand for such

a center was investigated. Unequivocal approval of

such a center was given by 91% of the parents of deaf

students and employees, and by 73% of the deaf students

and employees themselves. Only 2 of 230 sets of parents

and only 19 of 278 students and employees, clearly dis-

approved of such a center.

Because approval and actual attendance at such a

center cannot be equated, the same parents were asked

whether they would encourage their son or daughter to

attend such a center. Of 112 parents of juniors and

seniors now in schools for the deaf, 91 indicated they

would in fact encourage their son or daughter to attend

a regional technical-vocational center for the deaf,

finances being no problem.

When asked if they would attend such a center upon

graduation from the school for the deaf, only 19 of 177

juniors and seniors indicated clearly they would not

attend. 75 indicated they would, and 83 were undecided.

57 of 101 employees indicated they would terminate their

employment to return to such a center for additional

training, given the opportunity.

It is apparent that both parents and young deaf

people perceive a need for such a center. It is equally

apparent that most students would depend upon such a

center for their training.
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It ha.s 6een repeatedly stated that although the re-

sults of this investigation indicate that the re-

gional technical-vocational center could best serve

the needs of the majority of young deaf people, the

other alternatives for vocational training should not

be excluded for all students. Some have both the ap-

titude and desire for higher academic education

through other specialized institutions for the deaf

or through regular programs for hearing students.

Others would be unwilling to extend their training be-

yond graduation from schools for the deaf. Still others,

possibly with secondary physical disabilities, would

profit from more general rehabilitation services.

However, results of this investigation support the

position that vocational education for the deaf can be

best conducted for most deaf students on a regional basis,

under a faculty of vocational educators specially pre-

pared to provide instruction and ancillary services

to the deaf.
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F. Conclusions

The following conclusions are derived from this

investigation:

1. The occupational status of, and general em-

ployment conditions for young deaf adults in New

England are substantially lower than those of the

general population as evidenced by (a) a preponderance

of young deaf adults employed in semi-skilled and un-

skilled occupations, (b) low wages, (c) unemployment

rate.

2. Employed young deaf adults perform well in

their jobs as evidenced by the favorable reports of

most supervisors regarding job performance and will-

ingness to have one or more deaf subordinates.

3. Communication skill of young deaf persons

should be given major consideration in their vocational

counselling, training, and placement.

4. The vocational aptitude of young deaf adults

is significantly superior to the general population

in areas requiring refined manual dexterity and form

perception, and inferior in those areas requiring sub-

stantial verbal skill.

5. The deaf are restricted from relatively few

technical, trade, and commercial positions because of

deafness alone.

6. Opportunities of the deaf for advancement

under their present employment, with or without further

training, are relatively limited. Training should be
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followed by placement which introduces the young deaf

adult to skilled employment at the highest initial

level possible.

7. The occupational aspirations of young deaf

adults are substantially higher than present occupa-

tional levels, and generally require extensive train-

ing.

8. Training programs now conducted by schools

for the deaf tend to be prevocational rather. than

vocational in substance.

9. Deaf students should not be encouraged to

study in programs geared to hearing students unless

they are substantially superior to most deaf students

in their ability to communicate verbally and in their

general educational achievement.

10. Both parents of the deaf and the young deaf

adults themselves perceive a need for technical-

vocational training centers for young deaf adults.

11. Most deaf students and young adults would

attend a technical-vocational training center for

young deaf adults, given the opportunity.
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G. Implications

a. For..arabtice

The implications of this investigation are of

major significance to the deaf population. While the

sample used in this investigation cannot be directly

generalized to the nation as a whole or to the older

deaf population of New England, the results are highly

suggestive of a more generalized pattern.

The low occupational status of the deaf demands

the serious attention and concern of educators of the

deaf, authorities in rehabilitation, parents of the

deaf, and particularly deaf adults themselves.

There is no apparent reason to believe that efforts

to prepare young deaf adults vocationally have dete-

riorated; rather, the economy has changed. Without

modification in the vocational preparation of young

deaf adults, an already critical problem will worsen.

Any contemplated modification in the vocational

preparation of young deaf adults should meet the

following criteria:

1. Provisions for training young adul7s in a

sufficient range of areas to encompass the individual

aptitudes, interests, and local job opportunities of

each trainee.

2. Compensation for the prohlpms in communication

encountered by most deaf people, notably through

specialized methods of instruction.
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3. Provisions for prevocational evaluation,

counselling, and job placement.

4. Acceptance of the program by young deaf adults

and their parents.

Regional technical-vocational training centers for

young deaf adults could best meet these criteria. Such

centers might serve the population of several states.

This would permit each center to serve several hundred

trainees at one time and thereby make it feasible to

provide a thoroughly comprehensive training program.

These centers might be located in industrial and

commercial areas to permit meaningful work experiences

in conjunction with formal training.

The faculty of such centers could be trained or

recruited from those already trained, to instruct the

deaf. Provisions for the preparation of instructors

of the deaf are already available under Public Law

87 -276, soon to be absorbed under Public Law 88-164.

These centers would also have major consequences

for the general education of the deaf child. Assured

provisions for the vocational preparation of the

student after graduation from the school for the deaf,

educators could devote substantially more attention

to the linguistic and general academic areas of the

curriculum.

It should not be inferred that the establislintwit

of regional torthnical-vocatinnal tvaining centers for
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young deaf adults would serve the best interests of

all young deaf adults. As stated earlier, the various

proposals for vocational education of the deaf are npt

mutually exclusive. Alternative programs, in addition

to the regional center, can assure that not most but all

deaf students are trained to the upper limit of their

aptitudes and interests.

b. For furth,r stu y

A second investigation now in progress in the

southwest area of the nation will provide information

on the occupational status and training of young deaf

adults in that area. This second investigation will

add substantially to the information collected during

the investigation in New England and indicate also

the extent to which the findings in New England can be

generalized.

Such a proposal as the development of regional

technical-vocational training centers for young deaf

adults demands considerable study before implementation.

Such problems as coordination, financing, selection of

the curriculum, location of centers, etc. will require

major planning. It may be that the early establishmciit

of one such center as a demonstration is warranted.

The ultimate evaluation of regiona3 coniers must

await their estahlishmPnt. At that time, research can

determine the effect of the training provided on oc-

cupational status, the validity of pvuvooational evalu-

ations, and other ouch variab3ms.
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In the meantime, several studies are suggested

directly from this investigation. Useful information

would be obtained, for example, from an intensive study

of deaf students who proceed to programs for hearing

students at the secondary level. A more detailed study

of the verbal interaction of the deaf employee with

fellow employees and his supervisor might suggest those

aspects of language which most need strengthening.

Also, the older deaf adult should be studied as has

been the young adult in this investigation.

This investigation was for the most part descriptive

in nature. However, it was necessary at times to extend

beyond pure description, particularly as concerns the

need and demand for a regional technical-vocational

training center for young deaf adults. Final evaluation

must be after the fact.

Over 2,000 young deaf adults enter the employment

force annually. Without extensive changes in their

vocational preparation, most of these young people face

highly unfavorable employment conditions.
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V111 Summary

The purpose of this investigation was to assess

the occupational status of the young adult deaf of

New England and their opportunity for advancement,

and to determine the need and demand for a regional

vocational-technical training center.

Two populations were studied. The first group

consisted of all juniors and seniors in nine schools

for the deaf in New England. The second group was

comprised of graduates or dropouts from the nine

schools from 1957 to 1963 inclusive.

177 current juniors and seniors were interviewed

and questionnaires were sent to all parents. In addi-

tion, the G.A.T.B. was administered to 44 of the juniors

and seniors in the two Connecticut schools for the deaf.

Interviews were conducted with 101 employed young

deaf adults and their immediate supervisors and ques-

tionnaires were sent to parents.

Letters requesting information were sent to principals

of hearing schools having one or more graduates of a

school for the deaf.

Responses indicate that 91% of the parents of deaf

students and employees approve of the concept of the

L.egional terthnieal-vocational training center. 81%

of the parents of current students and 64% of the parents

of young deaf employees would encourage their son or
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daughter to enroll in such a center. 73% of the deaf

students and employees approve of the concept of a

regional vocational-technical training center, and

over 50% of each group declared they would attend such

a center.

Young deaf adults appear to be significantly

superior to the general population in the areas of

form perception and manual dexterity, and significantly

inferior in verbal areas.

A high percentage of graduates of New England

schools for the deaf continue their studies in other

programs. Hoeever, the occupational status of the

young adult deaf of New England remains low in compari-

son to the general population. 71% of the male and

54% of the female young deaf adults are employed in

unskilled or semi-skilled occupations. The unemploy-

ment rate of 17% of the total employment force of

young deaf adults is approximately four times that of

the general rate for the State of Connecticut. On all

bases of comparison, the salaries of the young deaf

adults interviewed are considerably lower than those

of the hearing. By the criteria of rate of unemploy-

ment, occupational level, and wages, the occupational

status of the young deaf adult of New England is lower

than that of the hearing.

In ,spite of the fact that 95% of deaf employees

were rated as average or above workers by their
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immediate supervisors, little chance for advancement

was perceived for most of them.

There is a need to upgrade the vocational and

technical skills of the deaf. The deaf possess aptitudes

to be trained for many highly skilled positions, but

schools for the deaf are able to provide training in a

limited number of fields. Most training is of a pre-

vocational nature.

Parents and young deaf adults themselves perceive

a need for a regional vocational technical training

center and express. their support for its establish-

ment. The results indicate that a regional center,

complemented by vocational counselling and judicious

placement could best serve the vocational education

needs of most young deaf adults.

i
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Appendix A

(Space for responses has been deleted for purpose of
report)

INTERVIEW WITH YOUNG DEAF ADULT

1 Vital Information

a.
b.
d.
e.

f.

Name
Birthdate
Address
Parents
(1) Name
(2) Address
Marital Status
(1) Married

(a) number of
Single
(a) engaged
(b) go steady
(c) neither

g. Are you:
working (employad)
Housewife
Student
None
(if "none", explain,

II Occupational Status (do
continuous student)

( 2 )

Date

c. Male or female
Phone

Phone

children

unemployed, etc.)

not ask II, III or IV if

a. Jobs to present:
First Job
Company
Descript="61716i7
Dates of employment
season for departure

PreselLLs...:LISaLL
ME-§ihy
DescriptriW work
Dates of employment
Reason for departure
Still working there
Departed
(if "departed"; give reasdfig7)

TIT Job Satisfaction and Communication (Ask III if
-presently employed full or part time)

a. How did you find your job? (Vocational Rehab.
want ad, employment service, friend, parents,
school, etc.)

b. Do you like your fi5b?

Address

Address

.111111.......1110.1....

+me -.1*.I.,...ma
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Appendix A (continued)

III (continued)

like it very much o.k.
Dislike most things about it

c. Why do you feel this way about your job?

d. to you want to eep your job or would you want
to change?
Keep my job

e. If the answer is Change Jobs" why do you
want to change?

f. How do you commuificatewitymumnediate
supervisor)? speech writing
formal signs
natural gestures

g. Does your boss understand you?
always most of the time
sometimes never

h. How does your oss communicate with you?
speech writing
formal signs
natural gestures

i. Do you understand your boss?
always most of the time
sometimes never

j. Do you think your boss would give you a better
job if one were available?
yes no not sure

k. If "no', why?

IV Economic Status (Ask Part IV only if presently
eilinyed.full or part time.)

Do you work full time?
Average no. of hours
Do you work part time?
Average no. of hours

b. Not including overtime; 'how much money' 'db-You
earn each week?

c. Do you ever work overtime? yes no,
d. If yes, how much money, on the average, do

you make each week on overtime?
e. Do you receive financial help from anyone?

(excluding husband and wife).
f. If "yes" from whom? Give average weekly amount .

(count room and board at $15.00 per week).
Source Average weekly amount

V Aspirations

a. What occupation would you like to have in ten
years? (Female may choose housewife)

Change jobs
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b. Do you think that you will have that occupa-
tion in ten years?
Yes no . not sure

c. Would this job require more training?
yes Kind of training
no

d. If the answer to Vb is "no" or "not sure",
why won't you have that job?

e. If finances were no problem, would you go to a
vocational or technical school next fall?
(or the fall after next, if a junior?
yes ho not sure

f. Would you attendRIEETThlasses at such a
school? yes no not sure

g. Would you prer-617To go to school with:
hearing students deaf students
doesn't matter

h. Why?
i. Do you like the idea of a vocational and

technical school for young deaf people who do
not go to college?
yes no

j. Why?
not sure

k. If you went to school next fall (for junfF;
"another school the year after next") what
would you want to study?
direct training for a job
speech speech reading
language reading
other, specify

VT Students To be asked in addition to Sections I and V.

a. Where do you go to school?
b. When you leave school what do you plan to do?

1. go to college (if currently in
college, graduate studies)
2. go to work

a. what kind of work wir, you look for

3. othei7ex151din)
4. undecided

c. Have you ever had any summer or -part-tirrie-Told?
y ©s no

d. If 'yes" describe :
Location_
Duration in minutes
lilLevvirNwor

.........aoainms.rmoose00.1.
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Appendix B.

(Space for responses has been deleted for purpose ofreport)

INTERVIEW WITH IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

1. General Information Date
87---ffETE6F-Teargrriployee
b. Company Address
c. Supervisor being interviewed:

Name Position

II Current occupational status of employee:,
a. Describe in detail the work performed by the

employee:
b. Describe an previous jobs, if any, held by

the employee in this company:
c. If the employee has held different jobs, does

his present job constitute:
a promotion a demotion

neither
d. If the employee has held different jobs, is his

salary now: higher lower
the same

III Training.
a. In order to acquire proficiency in the employee's

present job, what is required? (check one)
1. simple demonstration
2. on-the-job training
3. classes conducted by company
4. noseession of trained skills

(prior to hiring)
b. Describe any training required prior to hiring for

present job.
c. Do you feel that additional trail-55g, ie. nigh-f

classes, trade school, etc. would benefit the
employee?

not sure
d. Why?

yes no

e. What opportunities for advandeieiii-a6-3,6u think
he has before him in your company without further
training?
considerable limited none

f. Why?
g. What 3151)-o-ria-iti-6-6eiiist with further` training''

considerable
I. Why?

limited none

i. List any jobi in nyOur company which you eel
that the employee could handle with more training.

j. TT- you are a" favoi; of icti-rther7trairiiniTbr tha
employee, what type of training would you
suggest?
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IV Communication

a. How do you communicate with this employee?
speech and speech reading
writing gestures
sign language finger spelling

b. Have you learned sign language?
yes no

c. Does the emplOWE understand your instructions?
always usually
occasionally never

d. How well do you understand higEpeech?
all of it most of it
some of it none of it

V Productivity

a. How would you rate this employee in comparison
with others doing the same job?
above average average
below average

b. Can you list any aspects of the employee's
job which are complicated by his deafness?

c. NaTITT-ToiliTepersonarFIETTE7F7MirT7:7The
employee which you feel contribute to his
value as a worker.

d. Name some personil quariTIFETIT any, ofthe
employee which detract from his value as a
worker.

VI Attitude of immediate supervisor

a. If the decision were yours, would you favor
having more deaf people working under you?
yes no not sure

b. If "no or sure", why?

c. ou you pre er not to ave
working under you?
yes no not sure
why?

d. Any additional comments you care-faffiakO.

Location
Duration in minutes
Interviewer
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Appendix C

(Space for responses has been deleted for purpose of
report)

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS

Please follow these guidelines in answering this
questionnaire:

1. This questionnaire should be filled in by the
two parents or guardians together, if possible,
and reflect the thinking of both.

2. If the parents disagree about an answer, start
the answer by writing "disagree" and proceed
to give both answers.

3. Answer all the questions that apply to your son
or daughter. You will be unable to answer some
if your son or daughter is still in school.

4. It is important that you understand what is
meant by "vocational-technical school". We
refer to a vocational-technical school as a
school for young deaf adults offering a broad
range of instruction to prepare students for
occupations consistent with the upper limits of
their ability. Some students would learn
semi-skills, some would learn trade skills,
some would learn highly technical skills.
All would be prepared for occupations for
which there will be a demand in years to come.

I. General Information

a. Deaf son or daughter's full name
Address Age
male

b. Parents' name
Address

c. Father's occupat on
Company ad ress
Mother's occupation (note if hoUFWEFF)
Company address

II. Occupational status.of sop. 012.1AugnftE
wi

a. Is your son or daughter:
working full time
working part time
going to school
looking for work
a housewife not employed outside
other (please explain)

1
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II (continued)

119.

b. If your child is working, please describe his
job:

c. Do yarni1-TEEFTEIFIFHT5727517717your
son or daughter?
yes no

d. Why7--------
e. What do you believe would-be a good job,

given the necessary training, for your son
or daughter?

f. Why?

III Training (only for parents whose children have
left the school for the deaf)

a. Did he or she continue to go to school after
leaving the school for the deaf?
yes no

b. If 71-7Fgw--
1. name of school
2. address
3. general course taken
4. length of course

dates attended
5. Did he or she graduate?

yes no
6. What was the total cost to you personally?

-(books, tuition, board, transportation, etc.)

7. DiaHJ57EFIFFaave any outside financial
assistance?
yes source
no amount

8. DiaTra07EHTIUMTIZainter di icu ties o
any kind during his course?
yes no

9. If "yes", describe

TV Vocational-technical schools

a. Do you approve of the idea of vocational-teohnirAL
schools for young deaf adults after they complete
their studies at a school for the deaf?
yes_ no not sure

b. Please respond to either -b1 or b2.
1. I approve of the idea of vocational-technical

schools for young deaf adults because:
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IV (continued)

2. I do not approve of the idea of vocational-
teehnical schools, for young deaf adults
because:

c. Assuming that finances would be no problem,
if your son or daughter had the opportunity
to attend a vocational-technical school for
young deaf adults next fall or the year after,
would you encourage him or her to go?
yes no not sure

d. Why?

e. If yes 1 what would you like him or her to
study?
1.
2.
3.

V. Other children (indicate whether hearing, deaf, or
hard of hearing)
1. Names Age Sex grade com

note if still in school)

2. Fill in for any hearing son or daughter presently
employed.
name weekly wages
job description

Signature of person
filling in questionnaire

Relationship to young deaf person.

father

mother

other (specify)
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Appendix D

Space for responses has been deleted for purpose of

report)

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR HEADS OF HEARING PROGRAMS

1. Current or former deaf student:
2. Status of student: (please check one)

current student graduated
certificate of attendance
dropped out volitionally
dismissed before graduation

3a. Level and type of program in which student is or
was registered: (please check one)
Junior high school academic
High school academic
College academic
College technical
Non-college technical or vocational
Commercial

3b. If non-academic, area of special studies:

4. eng o program years or mont s in w is

student enrolled:
5. If student terminifiailEEaore graduatiEn,

reason: (please check one)
not equipped intellectually
problem of communication
not sufficiently motivated
could not adjust socially
other

6. General performance as a student: (please check
one)
superior average
below average

7a Subjects in which student shows (showed) superior
strength:

7b Subjects iiighich student shows (showed) a
deficiency:

8a. Student receive special tutoring in
(please check one) yes no

8b If yes, how much and in what areas?
9. Other students' general acceptance of deaf student

social1y:(please check one)
favorable unfavorable

10. On the bagiiFf-TaiETtlagnt alone, how would you
feel about accepting another comparable student?
(please check one)
favorable unfavorable
Why? =111

Please add on the reverse side of this page any informa-

tion which is not specifically requested in this ques-
tionnaire but which might add to the investigation.
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Space for responses has been deleted for purpose of
report)

FORM FOR ADMINISTRATORS OF SCHOOLS FOR THE DEAF

NAME OF SCHOOL

1. Types of dipolomas awarded:

academic

vocational

other

2. No. of academic teachers employed by school

No. of vocational teachers employed by school

3. Vocational courses offered (exclude home ec; and
art):

4. Average no, of clock hours per year per student
spent in vocational training.

Seniors hours

Juniors hours

Sophomores hours

Freshmen hours
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Problems produced by deafness as indicatedsuper-
visorsJILIaLmakexttE

Male

-makes it a little difficult to explain to
-communication
-communication with other workers and with boss
-difficult to tell whether type has fallen pro-
perly by hearing, sales work, telephone usage

-can't hear the machine becoming dull
-must learn visually or by feel rather than
hearing when a cutter becomes dull

-telephone -use
-telephone communication, conversation with others
-difficult to give him directions, dislikes noise
of main operation which upsets him

-can't hear the clicking of machines when they
begin to break down

-difficult to work in fuselage assembly because
you need to communicate with person on outside
-communication is difficult. Has many accidents
because he is unable to hear warnings of machine

-unable to hear the change in machine sound
when it is ready to break clown
-doing any of the office work that requires
hearing

-little more difficult to get directions across
-instructions for jobs take much more time
-difficult to warn him of danger, needs to be
careful with high powered machines

-communication
-communication, backed into things because he
can't hear, unable to hear sound warning de-
vices on machines

-difficult to get his attention from a distance
-can't adjust mower, hard on equipment
-can't hear milling machine work properly
-I think he understands and then find he does
not

-can't explain finer points of techniques to
him, takes longer for instructions

-can't hear slugs drop in linotype machine
-can't tell when a machine is ready to break
down by its sound
-needs to be careful with meat cutting machine
so that he does not injure himself
-not being able to cummunicate with customers
- use of telephone
-doesn't hear the whistle when the oil tank
is filled. I tried installing a device so to
eliminate the whistle, but it don't work all
the time
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Female

if machine breaks down or loses oil, she can't
hear the whining
-communication problems
-only drawback is communication
-using the telephone which is sometimes important
-work requires checking which involves communi-
cation
-not after she has learned what to do and what.
Is expected of her
-not being able to communicate well with cus-
tomers and to answer phone calls
-speech is not good enough for other employees
to understand her. May not be able to do the

work alone. Wouldn't leave her alone without
other people with her
-not able to express herself
-lack of communication--when her back is turned

supervisor has to go over to her in order to
talk to her
-communication, cannot hear intercom .on the

telephone
-difficulty of understanding oral instructions
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Descri tionja...2arentsoflifficu).tir encountered by.
Iren whb-tohtinu4d 6dUcation in earin ro :rams

a ter gra uation rom se oo s or t e ea

"Spelling and English"

"He was continually failing in English and literature
mainly because one particular teacher couldn't orwouldn't accept the challenge of teaching to his typeof handicap."

"My son is not a good lip reader, so had communication
problem."

"Difficulty in reading and understanding new words
unfamiliar to her. Her vocabulary is limited and
reading habits give her difficulty. Meaning of wordsthat are similar."

"English courses too advanced for a deaf child. Schoolwould not lower standard and give any English to
Therefore, she could not graduate."

"Poor in English grammar. Difficulty in understanding
mathematics as more advanced work is encountered."

"He went from tenth in class to about 40th. A teacherof normal hearing children goes too fast for a deafchild."

"Subjects handling abstract matters like humanities,
western civilization, and analytical geo. were verydifficult for him to absorb and he became discouragedwith repeated failure."

"Some subjects posed difficulties."

"They said he has a low '4."

"Some of the older teachers weren't able to make
themselves completely understood during class."

"He just couldn't keep up with the grades he madeup to and through high school. Borymmo ziervous and
discouraged and dropped out end of first semester,
second year."

"She didn't understand her teachers."

"Not sure. However, a partly deaf child must have
individual attention. They cannot grasp spoken in-
structions, as it is given too fast."
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"Some teachers hard to lip read. School gives hercontinued help on vocabulary development and speech."

has found it harder in the past two years ofhiih school but was on the honor roll in junior highschool,"

"Most teachers are not familiar with the deaf in classand forget to face them when speaking. However, shehad full cooperation,"

"Difficulty in understanding oral instructions."
"Public schools do not have the inclination or theinterest in handling hearing problem children. Infact, if my wife had not been interested in homestudies would have been a complete failure (Icould firribook on my opinions about public schools,hard of hearing or other schools)."

"History, with its demand for memory and vocabulary,almost swamped my daughter. She came from schoolfor deaf with such a limited vocabulary."

"Due to her hearing loss, does not get every-thing said to her."

"Difficulty in understanding the language."

"Reading lips of teachers who talked too fast. Notunderstanding a word here and there in sentences andparagraphs, which confused him."

"Business arithmetic."

"Hearing some teachers. Courses more advanced anddifficult than at deaf school. At first, lack ofcommunication with hearing students.
"The teachers are not trained to teach the deaf anddo not take any interest in them. They do not offerand do not seem willing to give any extra help."

"Transition during first year of high school was verydifficult. Teachers seemed to lack patience in tryingto explain subjects."

"In the kitchen (studing to be baker) he did well.In the classroom, where the instructor and studentscould hear, he could not follow oral discussions,as they spoke too fast."

"Communication, vocabulary"

1
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"Biggest problem seems to be in getting the daily
assignments. Most-teachers thoughtless about this.
Many give oral tests with no provision for the deaf
pupil."

"We believe that in taking tests she could not under-
stand completely the questions given."

"She has great trouble writing clear, grammatical
English, though her knowledge of grammar is good.
She does not seem able to acquire a feeling for usage."

"Experiments and conversation in chemistry. Class
hard to follow."

"Having some trouble getting all the subjects but 19
working very hard, and we have high hopes for him."

"English was difficult for her."

"Usual difficulties--lip reading teacher in class-
room situations, etc."

"We found teachers needed to understand communication
problems. With one exception, all were most helpful.
In the area of guidance in public school we found the
guidance directors were unable to properly advise a
deaf student."

is unable to take part in class discussions
and unable to follow lectures."

"Inability to hear recitations of other students. Of
necessity she had to sit at front of room to lipread
the professor. Note taking during lectures difficult
because she must watch professor. She is profoundly
deaf and can get nothing in ear."

"Difficulty in lipreading some of the professors."
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accusations to which students in schools for the deaf
asplre

Male

A. Professional

Teacher (including
Phys. Ed)

Insurance (prof.)
Engineer (electronics)
Scientist (meteorology)

B. Technical and Trades

Printer
Automobile repair
(including mechanic)

Carpenter
Woodworker
Draftsman
Machinist
Electrician
Building contractor
Clothes designer
Commercial artist
Lab, technician
Plasterer

C. Commercial

Accountant (non-prof.)
Typist
Storekeeper

D. Semi-skilled

Farmer

E. Unskilled

5

1
1
1

15

11
6

4
4
3

3

1
1
1
1
1

Female(1)

Teacher (including Phys.
Ed.)

Scientist (space)

Hairdresser
Laboratory technician
Commercial artist

2 Typist
2 Office worker (net ape -
1 cific)
Secretary
Bookkeeper
Keypunch operator

1

Factory worker (genern1)5
Construction wuker 2
Janitor 1
Fisherman 1
Hospital orderly 1

(1)12 females indicated"housewife".

Domestic service
Factory worker
Laundry employee
Waitress
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Sample of responses of parents to uestion asking why
the a Drove or disap rove of the conce t o technical-
vocationa

Approval

"I now am willing to acknowledge that my boy will not
speak or express himself well enough for purely aca-
demic endeavor. This with the realization that he has
a fine mind and is most willing to learn. If there is
no further opportunITTavailable beyond the eigth zrade,
his potential will never be realized. I will go to
any extent to give him this opportunity."

"Automation is displacing and will eventually do away
with unskilled labor. A man or woman will need a 11n,-
ful skill in order to fit into the future prerhiLive
apparatus."

"Today, in this competitive world of ours, I think all
realize the unskilled worker stands very little chance
of making a decent living. This applies to both
hearing and deaf; but there is a difference. In the
first case the opportunity to learn a skill exists,
but in the case of the young deaf adult there is
nothing he can do about it, because although he wants
to learn, the opportunity for him to acquire skilled
training in a suitable school is not now available."

"It is impossible for a school for the deaf to give
sufficient training because of the time that must be

devoted to academic studies. Most employers demand
experience or special training for skilled or higher
paying jobs."

"I believe that the need for specialized vocational-
technical training is very necessary for the handi-
capped child. It would help to encourage employers
to hire a handicapped Person if that person were
qualified to do certain work of a specialized nature.
It seems to me that if such a school were available,
its placement office would be more able to place its
graduates in jobs suitable to the training received."

"Educators are now presented an almost insurmountable
task in attempting to give a deaf child both an
academic and vocational education. It would enable
educators to concentrate on purely academic courses
in primary and secondary schools. However, we firmly

believe only a vocational-technical school would enable
the averaRe deaf child to cope with the economic world.
It would not only tutor him in his chosen trade, but
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could implant in him a confidence that is so sorely
needed by any youngster, hearing or deaf, competing
for a position."

"Even though most schools for the deaf offer courses
in the trades of wood working, printing, etc. it can
in no way compare with a vocational-technical school
when the subject (trade, skill) is learned all of the
school hours. For those who are not equipped to go
on to high school or college, after having graduated
from schools for the deaf, this is definitely the
answer. It is the training they need to enter the
working world. It could open doors now closed to
them."

"At the present time, there is no provision for any
training of the deaf child beyond eighth grade lev,-1,

and the need for such training is very esecutial.
Most schools are reluctant to admit deaf pupils, and

I earnestly believe that such a school as defined
above, would prove a much desired need."

"A vocational school will tend to help those who no

doubt find college difficult or those who desire to
enter some vocational field. Briefly, it would be

the greatest thing that Could happen in the education
of the deaf. The sooner they 'get this help the better
off they might be. This is and should be a must.

There is.no question about.it,t"

"These young people need help. .My son has looked many
places for work, but because'of his deafness he has
been refused. Many places refuse to hire him because
they say that the insurance company will not be res-
ponsible for any accidents. My son was getting very
despondent until a few weeks ago when he finally got
this job. washing dishes. He wants to be independent."

"It would be easier for them to learn a trade with

the special school. I've noticed that my daughter
does not get all instructions clearly at high school.
She tells me she hates to bother the teacher or
another pupil. Some (pupils or teachers) have the
patience, others don't."

Disapproval

"With regards to my son, he is merely hard of hearing
and I do not approve of the idea of educating a handi-

capped child exclusively with other handicapped
children."
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"A deaf adult, having spent the formative years at
a school such as should not delay
any longer the adjustment to hearing educational,
social, and economic world. With such prepavation
as School provides and understanding
help of parents, a graduate should be able to get
vocational-technical training in regular schools."


